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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND AND DESIGN

§J. INTRODUCTION

The last thirty years the procedures based on Direct Methods

have become among the most powerful techniques in the determination

of the crystal and molecular structure of chemical compounds by means

of X-ray diffraction. The basis of the theory and the practical applications

of Direct Methods have been developed in the fifties and sixties, whilst

in the last decade3 primarily as a result of computer automation, crystal

structure determination by means of Direct Methods has become arystallo-

graphic routine. Nowadays about half of all X-ray crystal structure

determinations are achieved by Direct Methods procedures. Even many

non-equal atom structures, for which Patterson techniques would seem

preferable, are solved routinely in this way.

§2. DIRECT METHODS: A SOLUTION OF THE PHASE PROBLEM

In X-ray diffraction it is straight forward to measure the intensities

I (<*\F ]) of the reflections H (H=h,k,l), but the phases $„, associated

with \F„\ remain in general unknown. To obtain the electron density function

given by

p(r) = 1/V JL\F„\expUt„ - 2riH.r) (1)
a a

in which V - the volume of the unit cell,

H = a reciprocal lattice vector*

and r ~ the vector to a point in the unit cell

both magnitudes |F„| and $ have to be known. This problem, which keeps
it ff

many arystallographers off the street, is called the phase problem.

Direct Methods try to determine the phases with statistical and algebraical

techniques from the measured structure factor magnitudes. Of course, only

phases which are invariant under a shift of the origin can be estimated



from the intensities. It is found that functional relations can be

derived for linear combinations of phases ( the so called structure

invariants and seminvariants). In a later stage of the direct Methods

procedure the phases of the reflections are deduced from this information.

§3. STRUCTURE INVARIANTS

Structure invariants are those linear combinations of phases,

whose values are uniquely determined by the structure, no matter what

the choice of the origin of the unit cell.

§ 5 . 1 . THE THREE-PHASE STRUCTURE INVARIANT

For the determination of phases the most used and useful relation

is the Sayre 's equation (Sayre, 1952s but see also Cochran, 1952 and

Hughes, 1953). For normalised structure factors its general form is given

by

EH = "*<B*W* (2)

where E„ = \E \exp(i$„) (3)

and the normalised structure factor \E\ is defined by

2 2
SC \Fa\ exp(B sin

1*1= — —

in which B is the estimated overall thermal parameter,
SC is the estimated scale factor,
e„ is a correction for symmetry enhancement of
reflected intensities,
N is the number of atoms in the unit cell,

and f.(H) is the atomic scattering factor.
«7

The exact relation (2) needs the knowledge of all magnitudea and more

disastrously of all the phases of the reflections K and H-K. Therefore

in practice the expression is simplified to a probability relation (see

e.g. Sayre, 1952; Cochran, 1952 and 1955; Zachariasen, 1952; Hauptman &



Karle, 1953)t the so called three phase structure invariant or triplet
relation:

••* * *K + •*-* *° '
This relation is more probably correct the larger the value of E :

Later many attempts have been made to estimate the absolute value of the

phase sum of a triplet <j>_.'

These attempts can be divided in four groups:

1) Only the magnitudes of the structure factors of the reflections H3 K

and R-K are employed.
In the centrosymmetric case (5) can be written as a product of signs:

The probability for S=+l is given by (Cochran & Wool f son, 1955):
o

PJSJ = % + htanh £"„ . (9)

Since EJ^O it is not possible to get indications for P.tO.5 (or S =-1)
o + «5

In the non-centrosyrmetric case the expectation value of coS(J>„ is given
by (Germain c.s»3 1970):

IJ2E )
<cos$-> = — — (10)

V2V
where IQ and I- are modified Bessol functions.

This formula estimates «j>„ between the limits of $-*0 (E,>S.O) and
$fW2\ (E3=0.0).

2) The magnitudes of the structurefactors of the reflections #, K9 H-Kt Pt

P-tü, and P+R-K are taken into account simultanously. P ranges over all
reciprocal lattice points.
Two approaches can be mentioned:
a) The indirect estimation of \^^\ by means of the quadrupole method

(Vaughant 1956; Kavle & Rauptman» 195?i de Vries, 1963; Viterboa 1976).
b) The direct estimation of |<j>-| by means of algabraical or Joint

probability methods:
. BSjO-formula (Rauptman i Kc&le, 1958; Karle & Hauptmn, 1958;



Vaughan, 19S8).

. TPROD-formula (Hauptman a.s., 1969).

. MDKS-formula (Fisher c.s., 1970).

. Strengthened triplet-formulae (Giacovazzo, 1976a, 1977).

. The P.Q and P ^ triplet-formulae (Karle, 1978, 1979).
kil these expressions give reliable estimates for <|> =0 (or Sg=+1), much
less reliable estimates for <j> =n (or S =-1) and poor estimates for
<J>,-|TT/2|. The most reliable qualitative results of some expressions
are given in table 1.

Table 1. Moat reliable qualitative results of the estimation of | $ 3 | on
the basis of the \E\-values of the reflections H, K, H-K, P, P+H,
and P+H-K. <\Epi.v\> "vans the average value of l^p^l* £ means large
value, M medium value, and S small value.

IV
£
£

IV

ti 
ti £

£

given \E \ 's

£
£

£

S

<liW-*l>

£

£

0

1T

3) All quartets (see %3.2) are used, for which one of the reflections -H, K,

or H-K is a cross term. i.e. the reflections -#, K, H-K, P, P+H, P+K,

P+H-K are employed simultanously (Woolfson, 1978', Kroon, 1979). The

expected qualitative results are given in table 2.

Table 2. Expected qualitative results of the estimation of |̂ ,| on the basis of

the \E\~values of the reflections H, K, H-K, Pt P+H, P*K, and P+H-K.

IV
£

IV
£

£ ti 
ti

^tven |E_| 's

ti 
ti

«l^fll»

ti 
ti

<|fp+Kl>

£
5

£

•3r«stim.;

0
ir

4) The reflections -H, K, H-K, P, P-H, -P-H, P+K, -P+K, P+H-K, and -P+H-K

are taken into account simultanously (Green et al., 1980). The expected

qualitative results (see Hauptman, 1978) are given in table 3. It should

be noted, that the results given in tables 1 and 3 are similar.

Table 3. Expected qualitativ* result* of the estimation of \i,\ on tha baaia cf
the \E\-valuaa of the reflections X, K, H-K, ±P-H, iP+K, tP+H-K.

£ £
H

£

N'

given \Ep\'a

£
£

£

S

<l*>,fll>,<|/?p.J,|>,«|£'p.Ji,^|>

£

£
0



§5. 2. THE FOUR-PHASE STRUCTURE INVARIANT

The four-phase structure invariant or quartet is defined by:

$u + ^v + §T + $ H V-T ~ § A •
tt A u —ft A u tt

Simerska (1956) showed that there is an exact relation between their normalized

structure factors:

ER = N<Ej^LEH_K_L> . (12)

She also demonstrated that the probability for §.-0 increases the larger the

value of E :

(13)

Schenk (197S) breathed new life into quartets by using the three identical

quartets3 formed by summing two triplets:

6

*H + *-H-K-L + *K+L = *3

together with (11). In this way the quartet phase sum |<j> A is controlled by the

\E\-values of the seven reflections H3 K3 L, -H-K-L3 H+K3 H+L3 and K+L, Schenk

stated that the larger these magnitudes are, the more probably $4~0. Schenk &

de Jong (1973) and Hauptman (1974) extended the theory of the four-phase

invariants by means of the negative quartets. They argued that <j> has probably

a value around IT if E. is large3 and the cross term magnitudes \E„.v\t IE^.A,

and \Ej.r\ are small. This started many papers about the probability distribution

of the four-phase structure invariant based on seven \E\-values. The most

important results are in space group PI (but also applicable in all non-

aentrosymmetric space groups): the expressions in the exponential Bessel-function

form (Hauptman3 19753 1976) and in the exponential function form (Giacovazzo3

1976b)t and in space group Pi (but also applicable in all centrosymmetric

space groups): the expressions in the exponential hyperbolic-cosine function

form (Hauptman & Green3 1976) and in the exponential function form (Giacovazzoa

19?S)* Giaaovazzo (1976b) has extended his formulae to all space groups by

accounting for space group symmetry (see also Spekt 1975).



Chapter VIII presents expressions for the estimation of [G„|,, the \E\-value
of a reflection H for the squared structure. The expressions make use of all
quartets, for which H is a cross term and they show that if H occurs many
times as a cross term in positive quartets (<P4-0)3 there is a large probability
that \GH\ is large. The reflection H may be either inside or outside the
limiting sphere.

§3.3. THE FIVE-PHASE STRUCTURE INVARIANT

In 1975 we started the investigation of the five-phase structure

invariant or quintet3 defined by:

h = *H + *K + h + *M + *-B-K-L-M ' (W

The reason for this was that we were looking for reliable phase-estimates of
\t/2\ for tackling the problem of enantiomorph definition (see %6). We
anticipated that quintets would give us such information. In analogy with the
quartets we expected a dependency of |<J>J of

and of the sum S of the \E\-values of the ten cross reflections H+X, H+L,

H+M, K+L+M, K+L3 K+M3 H+L+M3 L+M3 H+K+M and R+K+L. A procedure to estimate

Ucl fpom s is described in chapter II of this thesis.
Later we constructed two probability distributions for \$A in the exponential
Bessel-function form given the \s\-values of the five, main reflections and the
ten cross reflections. The first is described in chapter III and is based on
an exponential distribution given by Krabbendam (1976), which employs the
quintet (14) itself and ten combinations of a triplet and u quartet of type:

One obtains $5
=$4+$3* because •_#_#.£

The second is described in chapter IV and is based on the exponential distribution
given by Hauptman & Fortier (1977), which employs the quintet (24) itself, the
ten eombinantions of a quartet and a triplet of type (16) and fifteen contoina-
Hon8 of three triplets of type:



E K -E-K 3

$T *$***$ TM = <bv (17)

L TM -L-M 3 v
O

12 3One obtains §=§„+$„+$„. because ^„^„H u v=0 and <j>r ..M T M=0.
o o o o ti+K —H—K. L+n —L—n

§4. STRUCTURE SEMINVARIANTS

The structure seminvariants originate from the fact that the choice of

origin in alt but one space group is conventionally limited to a set of special

points in the unit cell. If the origin is fixed at these points, some of the

non-invariants are now invariants they are called structure seminvariants.

Sinoe the seminvariants depend on space group symmetry, the conditions regulating

their selection will be different for each space group. As an example the

linear combination of three phases,

T -' \kzh * \hh * V A 'w
is a seminvariant in PÏ3 if h^+h^+h,, k.+k^+k 3 and l-+l„+l are even integers.

T is a seminvariant in space group P2-s if k.+k +k -0 and h.+ht.+h, and l.+ln+l.

are even integers. It must be noted that the invariants are a subset of the

seminvariants.

The seminvariants are estimated by embedding them in suitable higher order

invariants (see e.g. Giaaovazzo3 1977; Eauptman* 1978). This may be illustrated

by the estimation of the one-phase seminvariant <(>„„ in space group PÏ by

embedding it in the three-phase invariant:

•2 = *2E + •-* + •-* • (W

By formulating <)>„„ in this way, there is a strong indication that ̂ ^=0^ if
on tin

Iff | j and \E \ are large. Relation (19) is of course the well known E -relation

(Hauptman & Karle, 1953).

This very same trick is applicable to invariants as well. Green et al. (1980)

extended the triplet $-=$ u+Qv+Qu v t° *^e Quintet,
H = *-// + h * *B-K + •? * *-P (20)

uy adding the trivial invariant $p+$™ (see also S.I), This quintet (and thus

the triplet) aan be estimated using the \E\-values of the five main terms, -#,

K3 H-Kj P, and -P and those of the nine cross terms R* K, H-Ka ±P-H* ±P+K, and

±P+H-K. Clearly the first three cross terms do not add new information. The



last six seem to enter new information in comparison with the methods, which

estimate |$J on the basis of the \E\-values of -H, K, H-K, P, P+H, and
o

P+H-K alone (see $3.1). It aan be shown, however that both methods use the

same information by varying P over all lattice points.

§5. PRACTICAL PROCEDURES FOR PHASE DETERMINATION

Roughly speaking a distinction may be made between two main types

of procedures for routine phase determination: multi-solution methods and

symbolic addition methods. Both centre on the triplet-relation.

§5.1. MULTI-SOLUTION PROCEDURES

The last decennium the most popular method for routine structure

determination with Direct Methods has become the multi-solution procedure.

This method was developed mainly by the crystallographic groups in York

(Woolfson, Main et al.) and in Louvain (Germain c.s.) and entails the

following steps:

a) Generation of the triplet-relations from the largest \E\-values.

b) Generation of a small starting set of phases by means of the convergence-

method (Germain et al., 1970). The reflections associated with these

phases may be selected from a number of sources such as:

. Origin and enantiomorph definition - up to four phases may be defined

arbitrarily or perhaps in some way restricted in value.

. One-phase seminvariant or t.-formula (see %4).

. Special considerations such as molecular packing.

. Other reflections required to initiate a continuous phase determining

process. The phases of these reflections are unknown. They are given

explicit yiumerical values. When in non-centrosyrmetric space groups

general reflections are involved, their values are limited to:

4, ±3v/4 . (21)

This implies that in non-centroayrmetric space groups with 3 unknown

general reflections 4 = 64 'starting sets of phases have to be

evaluated. Main (19??, 1978), however, assigned to the unknown general

reflections a number of different values as determined by the appropriate

"magic integers" sequence. With this procedure 20 sets instead of 64

have to be evaluated in the example mentioned above.



a) Determination and refinement of new phases for all starting set by the

tangent formula (Karle & Hauptman, 1956):

v wv s%n($v + <{>„ v)
tan *„ = #—2 S sJL (22)

where Wv is a suitable weight.
A

d) Evaluation and sorting of the sets according different figures of merit.

e~) Selection of the set (or sets) of phases (and associated \E\-values)

with the highest figures of merit for the calculation of an E-map (right-

hand side of expression (1) with F replaced by E), the maxima of which

are expected to be the positions of the atoms.

The main programs are in order of popularity: MULTAN (Main et al., 1978),

SHELX (Sheldriak, 1978) and QTAZ (Langs, 1978).

$5.2. THE SYMBOLIC ADDITION PROCEDURE

The symbolic addition method was first proposed by Zachariasen (1952)

who used it to solve a structure. Ten years later, however, Karle & Karle

(1963, 1966) showed the full potential of the use of symbols. This was in

fact the starting point of the use of the Direct Methods in routine X-ray

structure determination.

In the symbolic addition procedure the unknown phases of the starting set,

obtained in a similar way as in the multi-solution method, are expressed in

terms of letter symbols. This small starting set is extended with the most

reliable triplets in an iterative procedure using very strict acceptance

criteria. Positive ($4
=0) and negative (^4-^) quartets may be employed for

additional phase-information. Finally, when the extension process stops

mud a sufficiently large number of symbolic phases have been obtained,

figures of merit (FOM's) are calculated. Many different FOM's are available,

@ueh as the Zg-efWiistency (based on relations between different phase

indications found during the symbolic addition phase extension), quartet-,

Marker Raspers quintet-, and Z.-criteria. The FÖM calculations have in

etv i3K that first the relations are expressed in terms of symbols, after

the FOM's are evaluated for numerical values of the symbols. The sets



<;f i-:ais^a ^ich beat oriteria ave used for the tangent- refinement (step a

in §5.2J.

The difference with the multi-solution method lies in the fact that the

symbolic addition procedure attempts to limit the number of solutions to be

re fined with the tangent formula to a minimum, preferably 1.

Although the programming of the symbolic addition method is not so straight

forward compared with the multi-solution method* a number of computer

programs have been developed. For aentro symmetric structures this has been

done i.a. by Beurskens (1965), Germain & woolfson (1968)3 Schenk(1969),

Ahmed (1970), Dewar (1970), Stewart (1970) and Spek(1975). Beurskens has a

somewhat different approach (the sign correlation procedure). He introduces

a large number of symbols (sometimes > 20) in the starting set. These are

eliminated in the course of the symbolic addition process.

In non-centrosymmetric structures the programming problems are much greater.

Some examples of program systems for tackling these structures are the systems

of Dewar (1970), Schenk (1971) and Spek (107S).

In our laboratory the symbolic addition program system SIMPEL (Overbeek, 1980)

has been developed during the last five years, With the aid of SIMPEL we were

able to solve about 50 centrosymmetric and non-aentrosyrmetrio structures.

§6. REASONS OF RESEARCH ON DIRECT METHODS

At this moment the procedures of direct phase determination have been

very succesful in solving structures containing up to 60-100 atoms in the

asymmetric unit. Sometimes they fail; that is, no set of phases yields an

E-map, which reveals even a recognizable fragment of the structure. The

research in the field of Direct Methods is focused on eliminating the factors,

which resist solution in these cases.

Some reasons for the failure of Direct Methods procedures are as follows:

. It is found that crystal structures with some pseudo-symmetry often resist

solution. The non-random distribution of the atoms results in a systematic

enhancement of the intensities of one group of reflections at the expence

of the others.

. In some structures a large number of interatomic vectors coincide. This

gives rise to overlapping peaks in the Patterson, larger E -values in the

triplet-relations, but also to erroneous relations at larger valous of E,.

. Sometimes the number of atoms in the asymmetric unit is too large for

present-day methods.

10



. In the normalisation of the structure factors some \E\-values may be

obtained with large errors. This may be due to incorrect temperature

parameters and scaling factors3 badly measured intensities and the fact

that for small 6 the theoretical basis for an \E\-calculation is lacking.

. In symmorphic and in polar non-centrosyrmetric space groups it is difficult

to select and maintain the enantiomorph. This problem manifests itself

in particular after tangent refinement, where the resulting phases are

often centrosymmetric even if one starts with the correct phases. Also

in these cases some figures of merit do not discriminate as consistently

between correct and incorrect phase sets as they do in other space groups.

In chapter V of this thesis is described how we have tackled these problems

with quartets and quintets and in chapters VI and VII with seminvariants.

. The starting set is incapable and in most cases too small to constrain

the phase development in the right track.

. Occasionally a t.-phase indication of high probability is incorrect (see

e.g. Overbeeky 1980; Lessinger3 1976).
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Quintets

BY H. SCHENK AND N. VAN DKR PUTTEN

Laboratory for Crystallography, University of Amsterdam, Nieuwe Achtergracht 166,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

{Received 2 January 1976; accepted 12 November 1976)

The phase sum |</| of a quintet, 4>„ + <j>K + <f>L + <j>M + 4> -u K- i. \t = </• ' s controlled by the £'s of the main
reflexions H, K, L, M and - H-K-L-M and those of the 10 cross-reflexions H + K,H + L. etc. It is empiri-
cally shown that |</| and the sum S of the 10 cross-£"s follow a linear trend, so that \cj\ can be predicted
from S. In this way not only positive (</ = ()) and negative (</^n) quintets can be found, but also snantio-
morph-sensitive quintets (</=: ±\rt). In the primary ;.t.ages of a phase determination of a non-centrosym-
metric structure these |</| values can be used to introduce and maintain the enantiomorph. For polar
space groups an enantiomorph-specific refinement procedure can be developed by introducing k/| values
in a modified tangent formula.

Introduction

Direct methods are mainly based on the Si relation:
0H + 0K + 0 - - H - K - 0 . valid for large values of £., =
N'l 1\EilEliE. f, .K\. With this relation, sets of phases
can be set up, extended and refined. The solution with
the best S2 consistency is expected to correspond to
the correct structure. However, in some cases the S2
relation alone does not contain enough information
to carry out a successful phase determination. One
of the ways to overcome this is the use of auxiliary
phase relations like Harker-Kasper-type relations
and quartets. Harker- Kasper-type relations (Schenk &
de Jong, 1973; Schenk, 1973/J) and negative quartets
(Hauptman, 1974; Schenk, 1974; De Titta, Edmonds,
Langs & Hauptman, 1975) are used to indicate the
correct S2 solution in symmorphic space groups.
Strengthened quartet relations (Schenk, 1973«) can
be used successfully for building starling sets of
phases.

In polar space groups the Si relation produces cen-
trosymmetric phases (Schenk, 1972). This can be rem-
edied by a mixed S2-Patterson technique (Schenk,
1972) but, if enantiomorph-sensitive phase relations
were available, (his problem could be tackled directly.
Extrapolating the results of triplets and quartets we
expect a quintet relation:

01» + 0K + 01. + 0.W + 0 - II - K - I. - .W - ± I«

for special values of the 10 cross-reflexions H + K, etc.
in this paper a first empirical exploration of the quintets
is presented and possible applications are suggested.
Most of the material was presented at the Xth Inter-
national Congress of Crystallography (Schenk, 1975).

E2 relations and quartets

H K the phaseFor triplets of reflexions H. K and
sum can be estimated to be zero

on the basis of the three magnitudes |£H|, |£K| and

The corresponding formula for quartets is

ll l tl-K-l. = P (2)

with p±Q for large £ 4 = AT I | £ H £ K £ t E H + Jt + /.|. This
follows from the generalized Hughes formula (Simer-
ska. 1956) and is also known as the S5 relation (Haupt-
man & Karle. 1953).

The first attempt to use seven magnitudes to estimate
sum (2) of a quartet was empirical (Schenk, 1973«,b).
The quartet relation itself was combined with secon-
dary quartets obtained from two triplets by elimina-
tion of one phase, for instance from

(3)

In this way the magnitudes of the reflexions H + K,
H + L and K + L could be used to select the more
reliable quartets. It was shown that a good measure
for the reliability of /csO was given by

,+ /•;,,,,.|] (4)
[strengthened quartet relation, SQR; Schenk (1973)].

Theoretical work of Hauptman (1974) and practical
applications of Schenk (1974) showed that for small
£ values of the reflexions H + K, H + L and K + L the
quartet phase sum is p^n. It was shown also that the
Harker Kasper-type relations

<D

for large |£w • A|, |E„ . AJ and ]E,,\ and small EK (Schenk,
1973/>; Schenk & De Jong. 1973) could be considered
as a special case of these negative quartets ip^n).

Quintets

From the general Hughes formula derived by Simerska
(1956) the quintet phase relation can be written as



(6)

In a first approximation q is expected to be zero for
larger values of E5 = N-S'2\E„EKELEME-H-K-L-M\.

Quintets can also be obtained from a triplet (1)
and a quartet (2) with one reflexion in common. For
instance quintet (6) can be formed by elimination of
$H + K from

-H-K-.O

and

Altogether this can be done in 10 different ways, so
that in a second approximation the value of the quintet

phase sum q is controlled by IS magnitudes, the main
reflexions H, K, L, M and -H-K-L-M and the cross-
terms H + K, H + L, etc.

From triplet and quartet properties it is possible
to predict some values of (6) from the E's of the 10
cross-terms. If all cross-terms are large the elimination
quintets are built up from triplets and positive quartets
(p^Q) resulting in quintet sum estimates q^O. If a
quintet can be obtained from a triplet and a negative
quartet (p ~ it) its q value is estimated to be q = n. This
is the case for four combinations of four strong and
six weak cross-terms, for instance the strong reflexions
H + K, H + L, H + M, and -K-L-M and the weak
K + L, K + M, -H-L-M, L + M, -H-K-M and
-H-K-L (Table 1).

Table 1. Four combinations of a L2 relation (tr) and a negative quartet (nq) leading to the same negative quintet
(q^SQOmcycks)

Strong cross-reflexions are indicated with S; weak with W.

Cross-reflexions

tr nq nq nq

Negative quintet

Main reflexions
// K L M -H-K-L-M H + K H + L H + M -K-L-M K + L K + M -H-L-M L+M -H-K-M

tr tr nq nq nq t r + £ q IV IV

tr nq tr nq nq l r + £ q

tr nq nq tr nq t r + 2 q W IV IV

tr
tr + nq

S
S

IV

IV
IV

IV

IV
IV

IV

IV

IV
IV
IV IV

•H-K I

W

W

IV
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Calculations of quintets

For a randomly generated 10-atom PI structure
triplets, quartets and quintets have been calculated
down to a limiting value of 0-7 for E3, £ 4 and Es re-
spectively. The results are given in Table 2 together
with the mean values of \4>n + <t>K + <I>-H-KI \P\ and M
for the three relations respectively. Only those quartets
and quintets are included for which all cross-terms
are present in the group of known reflexions, although
it is expected that quintets with less than 10 known
cross-terms also contain useful information. From
Table 2 a first conclusion may be that, most probably,
relations between six phases will have too small E6

values to be useful.

Table 2. The number of triplets, quartets and quintets
as a function ofE3, £ 4 and Es respectively

The toliil number of relations above a value is given in (he columns
TNR. ihe number in an interval ^fc'., = .dE4 = /3£j=OI is given in
the columns NR and the average of the absolute values of ihe phase
sum in the intervals is given in columns AAPS.

) • : ,

E*
E j

2-S
2-4
2-3
22
21
20
1')
1-8
1-7
1-6
1-5
14
1-3
12
I I
10
09
0-8
0-7

1 nplets

TNR
1

5
10
14
IS
• > • >

36
55
79

114
15.1
I9X
264
363
524
747

I0S3
1509

NR
1
1
3
5
4
4
4

14
!9
24
35
39
45
66
99

161
221
336
426

Quartets

AAPS TNR
370
590
250
540
270
320
750
470
490
470
640
610
560
740
680
660
750
8S0
900

1

4
11
31
X0

191
373
736

1515
3173

: NR

1
2
1
7

20
49

111
182
363
779

1658

AAPS

260
270
420
500
670
860
820
900
970

1070
1160

TNR

6
24

127
S77

Quintets
NR

6
18

103
450

AAPS

600
920

1160
1310

In the preceding paragraph for positive (q=0) and
negative iq^n) quintets the expected values of the
cross-terms were given. With these characteristics less
than half the actual number or negative and positive
quintets could he indicated, so that this selection pro-
cedure is iradequule.

Quintet phit.se sums and the sum of the cross-terms

A less stringent treatment of the quintets is based on
a graph of the phase sum \q\ against the sum S of the
E*s of the cross-reflexions (Fig. I). A remarkable re-
sult is a linear trend for \q\ vs S, which opens the pos-
sibility of predicting |r/| on the basis of S.

The quintets can be divided into three groups: the
positive (q*0), the negative (q^n) and the enantio-
morph-sensitive quintets (q= ±jn). Figs. 2, 3 and 4
are produced with S limits at 9-0 and 12-5: the positive
quintets have S> 12-5(Fig. 2), the negative have S < 9 0
(Fig. 3) and the enantiomorph-sensitive have 9 0 < S <
125 (Fig. 4). It can be seen that the enantiomorph-
sensitive quintets in particular show a distribution
which looks promising for practical applications. We
have found the distributions of the phases to be rather
insensitive to small changes in the limiting values of S.

40

30

20

NR

10

0 100 200 300 400 500

IQI "
Fig. 2. Number of quintets for the 10-atom structure with S>12-5

as u function of the phase sum \q\.

10

NR

101 210 301 401
mi

511

Fig. 3. Number of quintets for the 10-atom structure with S<9O
as a function of the phase sum \ql
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10

NR 5

Making use of the linear trend between \q\ and S,
we can calculate approximate values of \q\ by

\ = 5W-A(S-B) (7)

100 200 300

IPI

400 500

Fig. 4. Number of quintets for the 10-atom structure with 9 0 < S <
12-5 as a function of the phase sum |</|.

with ,4 = 60 and B=7, and \qp{ in millicycles, where
if S-B<0 then |c/p| = 500 and if A{S-B)> 500 then
\(]p\ = 0. With (7) \q\ values can be predicted such that
<|k.ruel - kiPl|> = 50 mcycles for all 577 quintets, which
is approximately equal to the average triplet error at
an £ 3 level of]-7.

In order to be useful in direct methods, the con-
stants of (7) have to be estimated without knowledge
of the phase sums \q\. We expect that A and B can be
found from the distribution of the quintets as a func-
tion of S (Fig. 5) from the following argument: the
smallest S-value will correspond to \q\ = 500 and the
larger S values will correspond to \q\^0. In the present
structure the smallest S value is 7 and the larger limit
is chosen between the top of the distribution at S=
140 and the tail at 16-75, resulting in ,4 = 60 and B =
7-0.

For a PI structure (N = 30, Ranters & van Veen,
1973) 391 quintets with E5>0-35 have been calculated.
The average £5 value is approximately 0-40 and the
average phase sum <|g|> is 158 mcycles. The graph of

5 • \q\ against S (Fig. 6) tends to be linear just like the graph
Fig. 5. Number of quintets for the 10-atom structure with E5> 0-7 for the 10-atom structure, but as expected the di-

as a function of the sum S of the £ values of the 10 cross-reflex ions. vergence is greater.
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6 Quintet phase sum \q\ in nrillicycles Tor the 30-atom structure as a function of the sum 5 of the £'s of the ten cross-reflexions The
number of quintets with the same \q\ and 5 are represented by capitals: A means I. B 2, C' 3. vn\
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By the procedure for estimating the A and B values
of (7), described in the previous paragraph, in this
case values ,4 = 55 and fl = 70 are found. In Fig. 7
a graph is given of \qitat\ against \qcaW\ calculated with
(7), from which it can be seen that the empirical pro-
cedure of estimating |qca|C| values reproduces the linear
trend of Fig. 6. The average <||^ruel-|^aicl|> = 79
mcycles is approximately equal to the average triplet
error at an £ 3 level of 12. With respect to the initial
average phase sum the differences are reduced by a
factor of 2, and moreover the systematic errors in-
troduced by taking all qcalc = 0 are replaced by random
errors.

Possible use of quintets

Two applications of quintets in actual phase deter-
minations seem promising: (1) selection of enantio-
morph-sensitive quintets in order to introduce and
maintain the enantiomorph in the early stages of non-
centrosymmetric phase determinations; (2) The use of
|</| values in a modified tangent procedure:

in which t = ± 1. The |<jp| value is calculated with (7)
and ( is such that all terms of (8) comply with

4>H + 4>K + <t>L + 4>M + 4> - H - K - L - M = minumum.

By this modification of the tangent refinement the
enantiomorph in polar space groups is maintained,
whereas the normal tangent procedure leads to centro-
symmetric solutions. In our laboratory we have had
encouraging results with the triplet analogue of (8):

tan <j)-H = (9)

(Sint & Schenk, 1975), where the values of Ö were
estimated on the basis of a small number of known
phases. This work will be reported more extensively
in a forthcoming paper.

The authors thank Dr C. H. Stam and Professor
B. O. Loopstra for their critical reading of the manu-
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script, and the referee for the suggestion of including
a second test on a larger structure.
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CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

CHAPTER I I I
A CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE

QUINTET AND ITS POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

BY

N. VAN DER PUTTEN AND H. SCHENK

(Communicated by Prof. C. H. MACGILLAVRY at the meeting of June 19, 1976)

SUMMARY

The phase sum \<t>n\ of a quintet

^5 = <t>H+ 4>R-\- <t>l.+ <t>lt+ <I>-H-K-L-M

is primarily controlled by the E amplitudes of the reflections H, K, L, M and
H+K+L+M and those of the ten cross reflections H+K, H+L, etc. A formula
is presented which predicts |&| values on the basis of the 15 E amplitudes. It is
expected that the most important application of tho formula will be the selection
of enantiomorph-sensitive quintets (\fe\tnIn), which are very useful in order to
define and maintain the enantiomorph in a phase determination. Other applications
will include enantiomorph-specific refinements and the definition of better
starting sets.

INTRODUCTION

Direct methods are mainly based on the application of the ^-relation

(I) <f>H + $K + <f>-H-K <* O

for large values of
#3 - -V~' I EHEKEH+K I •

In principle the ^-solution which is most consistent under relation 1
is expected to correspond to the correct structure. However, in quite a
number of structure analyses the use of the ^«-relation alone is not
enough to calculate the correct phases. Sometimes this is due to a bad
starting set of phases, but. in most cases tho symmetry properties of the
Zo-relation cause the failures. For instance, in symmorphic space groups
the ^«-consistencies of the diffcront solutions do not necessarily give an
indication which solution contains the physically correct £-map; in space
groups with a \\o\wt axis such as P2\ the enantiomorph definition is .
difficult procedure and the resulting refined .Ea-solut ions are mostly
centrosymmetric.

In this paper we present an expression for calculating \<f>i\ values for
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quintets, defined by

(2) fa = <f>H + <f>K + <i>L + <(>M + <j>-H-K-L~M.

It is expected that these |<£s| values will prove to be useful in enantiomorph
specific procedures. The formula is deduced from a similar expression
for quartets.

QUARTETS

The quartet structure invariant

(3) <f>i = <f>H + 4>K + i>L + <f>-H-K-L <* O

for large E4-N-1\EHEKELEH+K+L\ was known already from work of
Simerska (1956) and Hauptman and Karle (1953). The fact that the E
amplitudes of the reflections H + K, K + L and H + L can be used simul-
taneously with those of H, K, L and H + K + L to estimate the reliability
of expression (3), was first reported for centrosymmetric space groups
(Schenk, 1973), It was empirically shown that a good measure for the
reliability that the sign product SHSRSLSU+K+L = +1 holds is given by

(4) Et = Ei[\ + N-*(\EH+K\ + \EH+L\ + \EK+L\)1

In centrosymmetric space groups theoretical work of Hauptman (1974)
and practical tests of Schenk (1974) showed that for small magnitudes
\EH+K\, \EH+L\ and \ER+L\ the most probable value of fa is n.

For non-centrosymmetric space groups two different quartet theories
have been published resulting in two different expressions for estimating
\<j>i\ on the basis of seven amplitudes. The first theory (Giacovazzo, 1976)
gives a conditional probability distribution of \<fn\

(5) P(|^4|) = i e x p [-2#4(2-Efc+K-El+L-El+L) cos<£4]

in which I is a suitable normalizing constant. This formula produces
phases | ^ | = 0 or s only.

The second theory (Hauptman, 1975) gives

( P(\<fn\)=Lexp (-
(6) <

in which h is a Bessel function and

EEE os^i)* etc.

In our laboratory we have extensively tested these and other quartet
expressions, and in particular the results of expression 6 are promising.
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This work will be reported in a forthcoming paper (Van der Putten and
Schenk, 1976).

QUINTETS

From the generalisation of the Hughes formula (Simerska, 1956) the
quintet phase relation can be written as

which is primarily controlled by the E values of EH, EK, EL, EM and
EH+K+L+M and by those of the ten cross reflections H+K, H+L etc.

In previous papers (Schenk, 1975; Schenk and Van der Putten, 1976)
we have reported the linear relation between the sum 8(S= 2<-i,io-#i)
of tho E amplitudes of the cross reflections and the phases |$j|. Moreover
wo havo been able to establish a method which predicts \<f>&\ on the basis
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of S using the expression

[a) J^B| == 7t

in which the constants A and B are determined by the distribution of S
(Schenk and Van der Putten, 1976).

Krabbendam (1976) derived an expression for quintets similar to (5)

(9) P(\fa{ ) = L exp ( - 2#5[9 - SS] cos &)

JS?5 = N~3I2\EHEKELEMEH+K+L+MI and SS is the sum of the squares of the
ten cross term JS's: SS=EB+K + etc.

As in the case of the quartet analogue, this expression is only capable
to predict values of |^s| equal to O or TZ.

It was expected to get more accurate predictions of the phases |<£s|
using an expression similar to (6). As such an expression has not yet been
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mathematically derived, we modified (9) in analogy with the modification
of (5) which yields (6).

(10) P(\fa\)-Lexp{-l8E,aoafa) IT IO(2N-™\EH+K\ZHK)
10 term»

in which

ZHK = [\ELEMEH+K+L+M\(EH + E\ + 2\EHEK\ cos <f>5)]*

etc.

This formula predicts phases in the range 0<\<f>s\<n.

RESULTS

For a real 30 atom Pi-structure described by Kanters and van Veen
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(1973), 391 quintets have been calculated within the group of woo strongest
reflections, down to a limit value of E$ --- 0.35. Only those quintets for
which all 10 cross reflections are present within the group of measured
intensities are calculated, although it is expected that also quintets with
9 and less measured cross terms contain useful information. In fig. 1
the |$5true) values are given versus the sum S.

The results of ^-calculations by means of the expressions 8, 9 and 10
are given in the form of graphs of |̂ gcaic! versus Icfetrue! in the figs. 2, 3
and 4 respectively. It can be soen that expressions 9 and 10 both over-
estimate the number of phases |^s| = 0 and rr. The expressions 8 and 10
are able to predict the phases \<j>t,\ such, that a linear trend between
|<̂ 5caicl and |̂ 5true| is present. This can also be verified from tables la
and lb, where for different ranges of locale! and l̂ strucl respectively the
differences <||^5caic|-|&true||> are given together with the number of
quintets. The overall differences <|Ĵ scaicl - l̂ stmoli) 'ire 79, 149 and 8S
millicycles for the three expressions respectively, whereas (ĵ struel > = 1 58 me.

TABLE In, AND b

Tho values of < ||^5c»icH&iruoll > for different ranges of l̂ scotd (tablo la) and
l&trufl (tablo lb). Within brackets the number of quintets in the range is given.

a. |&c»icl range

0-100 me
100-200
200-300
300-400
400-500

expression 8

71 (158)
70 (99)
93 (76)

107 (45)
52 (13)

expression 9

151 (383)

47 (8)

expression 10

93 (226)
72 (62)
92 (51)
93 (36)
63 (16)

b. |&true| range

0-100 me
100-200
200-300
300-400
400-500

expression 8

67 (147)
87 (131)
82 (63)
73 (23)
94 (27)

expression 9

44 (147)
146 (131)
246 (63)
334 (23)
349 (27)

expression 10

56 (147)
109 (131)
116 (63)
89 (23)
94 (27)

From the abovo figures and tables it can be soon that the expressions
8 and 10 give reliable and useful results, although those of expression
8 arc a little bettor. However, in case expression 10 can be improved
such that tive overestimation of the phases at \fe\~O and .T vanishes,
the results will be bettor than (hose of the empirical method.

In conclusion it can be staled that not only tho differences H ŝeaicj —
— |<05iruej| are reduced with a factor 2 by expressions 8 and 10, but also
that the systematic errors, introduced by taking all ^scaic~O, are replaced
by random errors.



POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF QUINTETS

1. The enantiomorph-sensitive quintets (|^s| = \n) can be selected, and
then used in order to introduce and maintain the enantiomorph in the
early stages of a non-centrosymmetric phase determination. It is also
possible to calculate an enantiomorph-sensitive criterion by means of these
quintets.

2. Enantiomorph-specific refinements can be carried out using the
-values in an adapted tangent-formula:

l\\\ tan<4 _ ERZLZMES sin (<f>K + <l>L + <l>M + <f>-H-K-L-M+t- l&calcl)

in which t= ± 1 and is chosen such that

<f>H + ̂ K + <f>L + <f>M + <j>-H-K~L-M + '•

is closest to zero. This procedure is not tested yet, but we expect it to
be successful in the testatructure, because the system is sufficiently over-
determined. Analogous refinements with the ^-relation gave good results
in similar overdetormined problems (Sint en Schenk, 1975, 1976).

3. A starting set can be constructed by means of triplets, quartets
and quintets of the group of strongest reflections Usually this procedure
will result in a rather large starting sot, in which the enantiomorph is
securely fixed.

The authors thank Professor B. O. Loopstra and Mr. G. J. Olthof for
critical reading of the manuscript.
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CHAPTER IV
Acta Cryst. (1977). A33. 856- 858

On the Conditional Probability of Quintets

BY N. VAN DER PUTTEN AND H. SCHENK

Laboratory for Crystallography, University of Amsterdam, Nieuwe Achtergracht 166, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands

{Received 1 March 1977; accepted 2 April 1977)

A new expression for the conditional probability distribution of quintet structure invariants is given,
which in exponential approximation reduces to the exponential expression of Hauptman & Fortier
[Acta Cryst. (1977), A33, 575-580]. In a practical example the expression gave promising results.

Introduction

Several expressions for the conditional probability
distributions (c.p.d.) of quartet and quintet structure
invariants have been reported, some of which have a
purely exponential form while others contain Besse!
functions as well.

For quartets the theory is well established. For the
magnitudes of the reflexions H, K, L, H + K + L,
H + K.H + L,K + L Hauptman (1975) derived the ex-
pression

) = i. exp ( - 4 £ 4 cos - 1/2 |£H+K |ZHK)

(1)

in which L is a suitable normalizing constant,

£ 4 = N "l \ E H E K E L E H + K + L \ ,

l0 is a modified Bessel function and

cos

Dependent on the seven |£| values a maximum value
of Pi\<p*\) corresponds to a phase \<p*\ anywhere in
the range 0£|«/»4|<n.

A second expression for the c.p.d. of quartets is
derived by Giacovazzo (1976):

- E2,+L-EjnL) cos <pA] (2)

in which L' is a suitable normalizing constant. This
formula has maxima for (pA—0 or n only.

Making use of

V4/ (3)

which is valid for small values of z, Heinerman (1976)
(see also Giacovazzo, 1977) has shown that (2) is an
approximation of (1). Test results (Schenk, 1977) show
that (1) leads to phase estimates with smaller errors
than (2) does.

For the estimation of phases

of quintet relations several procedures and expressions
have been described (Schenk, 1975; Schenk & van der
Putten, 1976; Krabbendam, 1976; van der Putten &
Schenk, 1976; Hauptman & Fortier, 1977).

Among the purely exponential expressions the one
of Hauptman & Fortier (1977) looks the most prom-
ising.

/%>5|)=Cexp[( £ E2
H+KEl+u

15 lent»

- 2 1
10 terms

. (4)

Here C is a suitable normalizing constant, the sums
are taken over all combinations of the 10 cross-re-
flexions H + K etc. and

Like its quartet analogue (2) this formula gives values
for |<ps|of0 and n only.

The mixed exponential-Bessel formulae for quintets
reported so far are proposed on the basis of the purely
exponential expressions. It was stated by Hauptman
& Fortier (1977) that: 'it is therefore plausible to as-
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sume that the correct functional form for P 5 | 1 5 is an
exponential multiplied by ten Bessel functions'. Under
this assumption and employing (3) they transformed
(4) into
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500 4Ó0 300 2Ó0 ÏOÖ O

Fig. 1. Graph of \<piUtuc)\ against Ivsic.iol in millicycles (1000 milli-
cycles=2rc) calculated with (4). The number of quintets with the
same \<t>su,uc)\ and |<Ps<c.iC)l are represented by capital letters: A
means 1, B 2, C 3 etc.
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k A

* «

P(|(?5|)=C'exp(12E5cos<p5) f l I0(2EH+KXHK) (5)
10 terms

in which C' is a suitable normalizing constant and
(Fortier & Hauptman, 1977)

By the exponential approximation (3) the Bessel ex-
pression (5) reduces to the pure exponential form (4).
The object of this paper is to indicate that there are
many Bessel-type equations which reduce to the same
exponential expression (4). The one which describes
P\cp5\ best for practical purposes can be selected ex-
perimentally, as will be shown.

Exponential Bessel expressions for the c.p.d.
of quintets

In Fig. 1 the phases |<ps| predicted by means of (4)
are plotted against the true phases \<ps\ for 400 quintets
with £ s>0-35 for a real 30-atom PI structure.
Although only phases of 0 and n can be predicted,
the results are promising.

In Fig. 2 a comparable plot is given for predictions
by the exponential Bessel equation (5) of Hauptman
& Fortier (1977), from which it can be seen that the
predicted phases do not reproduce the true phases
at all.

Many expressions of the general form

10 terms
(6)
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I
can be formulated which all reduce to (4) by the ex-
ponential approximation (3) of the Bessel functions.
We have made calculations with about 15 of them
and produced plots comparable with Figs. 1 and 2.

All expressions but one do not reproduce the true
phases, an example of which is given by

= N -3 ;4[4 -[4 - ' E2
HEl(El+M + E2„+K +

in which

X E2
H + K)2Escos<p5]

10 icrms

x f ] lo(
10 terms

(7)

, E-2J72 fi-2 -11/2
+ £./,£. .«£•// + K + 1. + JVfJ

The plot of the phases \<ps\, predicted with (7), against
the true phases is given in Fig. 3, and again the
predicted phases do not reproduce the true phases,
although the plot is quite different from Fig. 2.

The only expression for the c.p.d. with good test
results is given by

tO terms

X (3)

in which C is a suitable normalizing constant and
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i"i?. 4. Graph of |«>M,IUC|| against |<ps<c.lcl| calculated with (8)

It is striking that in the YHK expressions terms related
to the quartet formula (2) are present.

The plot of the test results of this equation is given
in Fig. 4, and it can be seen that true phases are well
estimated by the predicted phases. The mean difference
<|l<Ps<true>|-|<P5<cmol|> = 68 millicycles, which is smaller
than the same quantities for our empirical method
(79 millicycles, Schenk & van der Putten, 1977) and
our earlier proposed expression (88 millicycles, van der
Putten & Schenk, 1976):

• — 18£5 cos (ps)

x f ] 'o(2JV
10 terms

in which

It might well be that (8) is the Bessel counterpart
of the exponential formula (4), but the only way to
ascertain this would be the derivation of the Bessel-
exponential expression for quintets as Hauptman
(1975) has done for quartets. Until this is done (8)
seems good enough for practical purposes.

Note added in proof: In the finally published version of
Hauptman & Fortier (1977) expression (5) has been
replaced by two related formulae. Test results give
similar graphs to those shown in F'g. 2.

The authors thank Dr C. H. Stam and Professor
B. O. Loopstra for criticizing the manuscript.
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Abstract

Recent derivations of probability expressions for
quartet and quintet structure invariants allow the
reliable estimation of the phase sums of quartets and
quintets in the range 0 to n. A new quartet figure of
merit, ENQUAC and a new quintet figure of merit,
ENQUIC, based on these estimates are described,
which are particularly useful in non-centrosymmetric
symmorphic and polar space groups. An adapted
tangent-refinement procedure employing selected trip-
lets with a phase sum of 0, together with the quartet
and quintet phase estimates, enables enantiomorph-
specific phase refinement. The way in which the figures
of merit and the refinement technique can be used in
various practical procedures is demonstrated and
applications to two structures in space group P\ are
presented.

Introduction

Although more and more structures of moderate
complexity (60 to 80 independent atoms) are solved by
direct methods, in non-centrosymmetric symmorphic
and polar space groups, the application of the triplet
relation fails for numerous structures: parts of the
phase determination, which are easy to carry out in
other space groups, give rise to serious problems, such
as:

(i) The enantiomorph definition; in the space groups
PI, Ply J>2„ C2 and Cc it is a difficult procedure,
because it is not possible to select a starting reflection,
which is enantiomorph-sensitive (<Pm± nil).

(ii) The tangent refinement; occasionally the
resulting phases are centrosymmetric, even starting
with a correct phase set.

(iii) The various figures of merit, based on triplets;
they do not discriminate as consistently between
correct and incorrect phase sets as they do in non-
symmorphic and non-polar space groups. Some of
these difficulties have been dealt with by Schenk
(1972), who indicated that they can be ascribed to the
influence of the space group symmetry and the
properties of the £ 2 relation.

These problems do not exist if the actual values of
the phase sums,

could be used instead of assuming all <P} to be zero. Of
course the 03 values cannot be evaluated from IE I
magnitudes alone, and in practice only 14,1 values can
be calculated, of which the quality is not yet sufficiently
good to define reliable enantiomorph-specific pro-
cedures (e.g. B}0 formula, Karle & Hauptman, 1958;
TPROD formula, Hauptman, Fischer, Hancock &
Norton, 1969; MDKS formula, Fischer, Hancock &
Hauptman, 1970; and the strengthened triplet formula,
Giacovazzo, 1977).

Test results of recent expressions for quartets and
quintets proved that the absolute values l$4l and l$,i
of their phase sums,

*« = *H + * * + *L + *-H-K-L (2)
and

can be estimated with the required accuracy for
enantiomorph-specific procedures. Most of these results
are described in papers by Hauptman (1975), van der
Putten & Schenk (1976), Schenk & van der Putten
(1977), van der Putten & Schenk (1977) and Gilmore
(1977). More evidence will be given in this paper.

The main problem left when applying estimated
phase sums in structure determination arises from the
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fact that only the absolute values of 4>4 and 0S can be
estimated. The choice between — 1041 and +1 04I has to
be made in the practical application itself and the same
applies to — 10,1 and +10,1. How this is achieved in
the enantiomorph-specific figures of merit ENQUAC
(based on quartets) and ENQUIC (based on quintets)
and in an enantiomorph-specific refinement procedure
is the main subject of this paper. Finally, the role of
these procedures in phase determination will be dis-
cussed and illustrated.

Estimates of quartet phase sums 1041

Hauptman (1975) has derived a probability expression
to estimate the phase sum I 041 of a quartet structure
invariant given the £ magnitudes of the reflections H,
K, L and H + K + L and those of the three cross-
reflections H + K, H + L, K + L:

EH\, \EK\, \EL\,

'H+L \,\E...\)

= cexp(-4£4 cos *4)I1I0(2N~ l / i\EH+KI YH+K)
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Fig. I . Graph of i*4(lnK.i against i*4{l>mi,i in millicycles (1000

in which £ 4 = N-l\EHEKELEH+K+L\, c is a suitable
normalizing constant, K w + K = (jE^ E\E\
2\EHEKELEH+K+L

)
I cos 04) l /2. This distribution gives

maxima (modes) within the range 0 < 1041 < n. It has
been applied to two structures in space group PI.

For a 30 atom structure (Kanters & Van Veen,
1973) 825 quartets were calculated from the 200
strongest reflections down to a limit £ 4 = 0-7. In Fig. 1
the mode of the phase sums I04l predicted by (4) are
plotted against the true phase sums I04l. The overall
difference <|l<P4pred I - 104truel|> is 73 millicycles.

In Fig. 2 a similar plot is given for 940 quartets
which have been calculated within the group of the 500
strongest idealized £ magnitudes of a 44 atom
structure (Mairesse & Dracke, 1978), down to a limit
value of £4 = 0-7. For these quartets the mean
difference <|l*4predl - I04uuel|> = 78 millicycles.
More test results can be found in Schenk (1976) and
Gilmore (1977). On the basis of this material and
extensive tests on randomly generated structures (van
der Putten, 1978) we could conclude that P(I|7) is not
reliable for small structures {N smaller than approxi-
mately 10) and large ones (N larger than approxi-
mately 200). For small structures the modes of P(l|7)
are for the greater part wrongly found in the range TT/3
< 1041 < n and for large structures there is a tendency
for very broad distributions with mode 1041 = 0 .
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B 2, C 3 etc. 940 quartets of a 44 atom structure.
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Figs. 1 and 2 show that the number of predicted
phase sums of 0 and n is overdetermined, which will
cause problems in the applications, because estimates
of 0 and n do not discriminate between the enantio-
morphs. On the other hand the I <P41 values with modes
other than 0 or n are reliably estimated but are too few
in number. Therefore the following 1041 estimates are
used in our enantiomorph-specific procedures:

in which

a = 0 forO<ltf4lmode<7r

and a = 0-33 for l<P4!mode = 0or n,

and a is the standard deviation given by

4 I - (6)

Experiments with enantiomorph-specific procedures
which will be described in the sequel showed that the
estimates from (S) give better results than modes
(suggested by Gilmore, 1977) or means (suggested by
Hauptman, 1978 and Gilmore, 1978).

Enantiomorph-specific figure of merit ENQUAC

On the basis of the estimates of the phase sums I $41
described in the previous section an enantiomorph-
specific figure of merit ENQUAC can be formulated:

ENQUAC = I W,\<PH + 4>K+<PL + tf_„_K_£
i

+ S,I*4I|, (7)
in which <PH, 4>K, 0L and Q_H_K_L are determined in a
direct phasing procedure, W, = cr1 with a defined by
(6) and 5, = ± 1 to be chosen such that &„ + 0 K + <PL

+ <P_w_it_t + S,\ 04i is nearest to zero.
If the phasing procedure gives the correct values for

4>H, <PK, <PL a n d and if the estimation
H K L HKL 4

gives a correct value for 104l, the resulting ENQUAC
criterion will be equal to zero. The nearest centro-
symmetric phases for $„ , etc. give rise to a much
higher ENQUAC value. It follows that ENQUAC
should be enantiomorph-specific. In practice the values
of *„, and 0

l
„ K t HKL a r e afflicted

with errors. However, as long as the errors are more
random than systematic, the ENQUAC criterion will
still be enantiomorph-specific and it is expected that the
smallest ENQUAC value corresponds to the set of
correct phases of the structure.

The ENQUAC figure of merit can be used in both
multisolution tangent refinement and symbolic addition
procedures. In the first procedure for each solution an
ENQUAC value can be calculated. To bring these onto

a relative scale it is necessary to use instead of (7) the
related criterion:

ENQUAC = £ fV,\<PH -H-K-L

+ 5,I* 4 I | / I IT„ (8)

which enables an easy comparison of the ENQUAC
values. In the second case the 0H, 0K, 0L and
0_H_K_L are expressed in the symbols Xs and thus the
figure of merit (7) can be rewritten as:

PMm I AC I Y Y Y \ — V IV IV J Y

I J

+ S,I4>4!|. (9)
Then for sets of numerical values of Xj the ENQUAC
figure of merit can be evaluated. Rescaling is not
necessary.

Starting from a set of parameter values in (9) it is
possible to use an iterative least-squares procedure to
refine the X} values. The function to be minimized is:

The negative-quartet criterion NEGQAC

In recent years several proposals have been made for a
figure of merit based on negative quartets:

*« + * * + * / . + * - » - * - / : * » ;
for large £ 4 and small I£w+Jfi, iEH+L\ and \EK+L\. On
the basis of the first formulation of this phase relation
(Hauptman, 1974), Schenk (1974) formulated a
negative-quartet criterion as:

NQC = I W,\*H +<PK+<PL+ *_„_,_!. - «I,
' ( ID

in which

and
, = £4(2-7- IEH+Ll - \EK+L\))

(12)

for quartets with three and two known cross-reflections
respectively.

On the basis of a theory of Giacovazzo (1975),
Schenk (1975) reformulated the weights (12):

and (13)

for quartets with three and two known cross-reflections
respectively.

DeTitta, Edmonds, Langs & Hauptman (1975)
later published the NQEST criterion:

NQEST = I £41 * H + * « + * , . + *-H.K.L\/l £4,

(14)

with the summation over the negative quartets.
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These negative quartets are selected by strict thresh-
holds for all seven magnitudes involved. All negative
quartets accepted in the summation have a weight
exclusively determined by the value of £4 and inde-
pendent of the values of \EH+K\, \EH+L\ and \EK+L\.
In spite of the criticism of DeTitta, Edmonds, Langs
& Hauptman (1975) on the negative-quartet criterion
NQC the incorporation of weights based on all seven
magnitudes involved gives rise to better results. A
further improvement of figures of merit based on
negative quartets will involve the use of the estimated
104I values. This figure of merit can be written as:

NEGQAC = I W,\0H + <PK + <PL

(15)

in which St(= ± 1) is chosen such that 0W + 0K + 0 t +
Q-H-K-L

 + 'S/'**1 ' s closest to zero and the sum-
mation is restricted to those quartets which are
predicted to be negative (e.g. I04I > O-ln). Since it
can be seen from the tests that the !04I values are
estimated with a random error, NEGQAC is expected
to be a better criterion than NQC and NQEST.

NEGQAC is calculated with a selection of the
terms included in ENQUAC. Since our experiences
with related figures of merit indicate that the more
terms that are included the more reliable the figure of
merit will be, we expect ENQUAC to be more
selective than NEGQAC.

~ 2)cos

This expression also gives modes in the range 0 <
I0jl < 7i. The first test results (van der Putten &
Schenk, 1977; Gilmore, 1978) showed good agree-
ment between the estimated and the true phase sums
I0jl and the first authors concluded that the 10,1
estimates could be used in enantiomorph-specific pro-
cedures. Although the I03> estimates have somewhat
larger variances than the I04l estimates, the fact that a
much larger fraction of the quintets is enantiomorph-
sensitive will compensate for this. For the same reasons
as for the quartets the ' 0,1 the values used in most of
the practical procedures are given by:

•aal (17)

in which

/ 1/2
(18)

a = 0 forO<l05 lm o d e<7:

and a = 0-33 for 105lmode = 0 or n.

Estimates of quintet phase sums 103I

On the basis of the exponential probability expression
for quintet phase sums (3) (Hauptman & Fortier,
1977), van der Putten & Schenk (1977) derived a
probability expression in the exponential Bessel
function form given the E magnitudes of the five main
reflections H,K,L,MandH + K + L + M and those
of the ten cross-reflections H + K, H + L, H + M,
K + L+M, K + L, K + M, H + L + M, L+M,
H + K + MandH + K + L:

/»(l|l5)=C'exp((6-
lOterms

, (16)
10 terms

in which C' is a suitable normalizing c >nstant.

10 terms

Enantiomorph-specific figure of merit ENQUIC

In analogy with the quartet criterion ENQUAC we
define an enantiomorph-specific figure of merit
ENQUIC:

ENQUIC = V <PK

(19)

~\in which l<P5i is the estimated phase sum, Wt = o
a = the standard deviation defined by (18), St = ±1 to
be chosen such that <PH + 0K + &L + 4>M +
0_H. * i, -M + Sj\ 0jI is closest to zero.

An identical reasoning as for ENQUAC shows that
ENQUIC is enantiomorphic-specific. The figure of
merit can be used in the same way in multisolution
tangent refinement and symbolic addition. In the last
case the phase sum * « +
Q-H-K-L-M if expressed in
thus the figure óf merit (19) can be rewritten as:

the symbols
"u

A} and

(20)
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For sets of numerical values of AT, the ENQUIC figure
of merit can then be evaluated. The sets of Xj values
with lowest ENQUIC may be refined by iterative least
squares. The function to be minimized is:

Enantiomorph-specific phase extension and refinement

It is also possible to use the estimated 04 and 0 5

values in an enantiomorph-specific phase extension and
refinement procedure. Initially we developed separate
procedures for quartets and quintets, but in the end a
method using the complete set of quartets and quintets,
combined with those triplets estimated to be reliably
near zero (0 3 = 0), proved to be most successful. The
procedure consists of two parts, the phase extension
and the phase refinement. The extension part employs
the strongest triplets (0j = 0) and the positive and
negative quartets and quintets only ( 04 mode = 0, n;
0S mode = 0, K). The new phases are calculated by

means of a variant of the usual tangent formula:

t a n <PH =
stri + squa + squi

ctri + cqua + cqui
(22)

with

stri = v Wi sin (<PK
K

squa = 2. _ "4 sin I
K L

squi = v v v iy} s
K 1. \t

and corresponding expressions for the cosine terms in
the denominator.

Then the complete set of known phases is refined
with an adapted form of the above tangent formula
employing the strongest triplets and all quartets and
quintets:

sintri + sinqua + sinqui
: - - ^

costn + cosqua + cosqui
(23)

with

sintri = V Wjsin (** + *„_*),
K

sinqua = Y Y 1V4sin(<PK + <PL+ QH-K.-L *
K L

sinqui =
KLM

and corresponding expressions for costri, cosqua and
cosqui. In this expression the W/s are proportional to
the reciprocal standard deviations of the respective
structure invariants, 104i and 105i are given by (5) and
(17) respectively, and S4(±l) and S5(±l) are chosen

S4\<P4\ and(21) such that — <PH + <PK + <PL + 4>H_K-L +

respectively are closest to zero. As a result of the use of
the \<PA\ and $,i values this adapted tangent refine-
ment is able to maintain the enantiomorph. The use of
the triplets does not affect this property, because the
triplets are selected such that only small deviations
from 0 3 = 0 are included in the calculations. The
quartet and quintet parts of (23) are related to the
tangent procedure of Sint & Schenk (1975), which
proved successful for phase refinement in large mole-
cules with large sets of starting phases. Lessinger(l976)
described possible future strategies for '4ULTAN. He
found that application of the normal tangent formula
drives the true phases to values which make the triplet
relationships among the largest E values very con-
sistent and the invariants much more narrowly distribu-
ted about zero than they in fact are. Therefore he
proposed an extended tangent formula containing
triplets and quartets, in particular the negative quartets.
The reason for the use of the negative quartets was that
these invariants would change the relations which the
phase of the largest E values must satisfy and would
constrain the phase development. Our results suggest
that the use of triplets, quartets and quintets together
with their estimated phase sum gives a better clue to
this problem than the procedure proposed by Lessinger.
The main reasons for this are:

(i) There is great abundance of quartets and in
particular of quintets within the group of reflections
with the largest E values. However, the number of
negative quartets within that group is very small.

(ii) A large number of the phase sums of quartets and
quintets may be estimated reliably. This excess of
information enables a rigorous selection of triplets,
quartets and quintets in order to maintain the enantio-
morph-specific properties of the refinement procedure.

Of course the method has the limitation that it is not
suitable for very large structures, because the reliability
of their estimated phase sums and especially of their
enantiomorph-sensitive phase sums is too low.

ENQUAC, ENQUIC and (he enantiomorph-specific
refinement in the symbolic addition program system

SIMPEL

The enantiomorph-specific procedures can be easily
incorporated in the interactive direct methods program
system SIMPEL (Overbeek, van der Putten, Olthof &
Schenk, 1977). SIMPEL has a modular structure, in
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which the major routines are: generation of (sem-)
invariants, setting up the starting set, phase extension,
evaluation of figures of merit and calculation of the £
map and its interpretation. For difficult structures in
polar space groups we have adopted the following
enantiomorph-specific SIMPEL scheme:

(1) Calculate triplets, quartets and quintets within the
group of the strongest unique reflections (8M, with n the
number of atoms in the asymmetric unit).

(2) Define the origin and give symbols by means of a
convergence procedure analogous to that in MULT AN
(Germain, Main & Woolfson, 1971) using triplets and
extreme quartets involving the strongest reflections
(e.g. approximately 40).

(3) Extend this small starting set by means of the
strongest triplets (I03l ~ 0) and, if necessary, by
means of positive and negative quartets and quintets in
an iterative procedure using very strict acceptance
criteria.

(4) Calculate ENQUAC with the group of the most
reliable quartets for numerical values of the symbols
(e.g. 0, n/2, n, 3TT/2). The correct symbol combination,
in view of (9), is expected to give the lowest ENQUAC
value.

(5) Refine the numerical values for the symbols,
corresponding to the lowest ENQUAC values, by
means of the iterative least-squares method (10).

(6) Calculate ENQUIC with the group of the most
reliable quintets only, taking for every symbol numeri-
cal values.

(7) Refine the symbol combinations which give the
lowest ENQUIC values by means of the least-squares
method (21).

(8) Choose the best solutions from steps 5 and 7 on
the basis of (10) and (21). Substitute the phases thus
obtained for the symbolic phases in the small starting
set, which has been generated in step 2. Extend this
small starting set and refine the phases with the
enantiomorph-specific refinement procedure described
in the previous section.

(9) Calculate and interpret E maps.

Table 1. Starting set defined by SIMPEL for MENSI

h k I E (symbolic) phase

Applications

The enantiomorph-specific SIMPEL procedure has
been applied to two known structures in space group
PI: (+)-1 -menthoxymethoxy-a-naphthylphenylsilane,
C„H„O2Si (MENSI) (Ranters & van Veen, 1973)
and prostaglandin £2 , C2oH]20, (PGE2) (Edmonds
& Duax, 1974a,6). MENSI has been solved with the
direct method program AUDICE (Spek, 197S) in
space group Pi. PGE2 has been solved in space
group PI in an unconventional way, dividing the reflec-

2
1
1

6
6
1
2
5

1
- 6
- 5

- 3
7
3

- 6
11

1
1
1

3
3
6
2
2

2-81
2-80
2-40

2-40
2-89
2-31
2-34
2-57

0
0
0

a
b
c
d
e

°l
0 Jorigi;
0)

origin-defining reflections

tions and the triplets into centrosymmetric and non-
centrosymmetric classes (Edmonds & Duax, 1974Z>).

MENSI. 966 triplets with £3 > 1-0, 1723 quartets
(of which all three cross-reflections were measured)
with E 4 > 0>6 and 377 quintets (of which all ten cross-
reflections were measured) with £5 > 0-3 were calcu-
lated within the group of the 200 strongest reflections.

SIMPEL defined the starting set given in Table 1.
With the strongest triplets and positive quartets the

subroutines STARTZ and SYMBAD could assign 66
reflections a symbolic phase. In addition 31 reflections
had more than one indication for their symbolic phase.
The figure of merit ENQUAC was calculated for 45 =
1024 possible solutions on the basis of all quartets with
£4 > 0-7, 47 of which contributed to the summation.
In all, 24 small values of ENQUAC were found, one by
one identical, because the enantiomorph was not yet
defined. In the calculation of ENQUIC, 67 quintets
with a lower limit for £5 of 0-35 contributed to the
FOM. ENQUIC did not reveal very deep minima, but
40 of them were more pronounced than the others.
Only four of the smallest values of both ENQUAC and
ENQUIC were found at identical numerical values for
the symbols, two of them being unique. These two
solutions were refined with the enantiomorph-specific
refinement and extension procedure, starting with the
set of eight reflections and employing the 690 strongest
triplets, the 1126 most reliable quartets and the 212
most reliable quintets. The £ map calculated from one
of the two phase sets revealed a large fragment of the
structure; the ten highest peaks yielding nine atoms and
one spurious peak; the next 25 highest peaks contained
11 atoms, eight spurious peaks and seven atoms of the
enantiomorph.

PGE2. 877 triplets with £3 > 1-0,640 quartets (with
three measured cross-reflections) with £ 4 > 1-2
and 234 quintets (with ten measured cross-reflections)
with £5 >0-5 were calculated within the group of the
200 strongest reflections. The number of quartets and
quintets, of which the E magnitudes of all cross-
reflections are known, is small, because many reflec-
tions were not measured.

The starting set in Table 2 was found by SIMPEL,
After ten cycles of symbolic addition, using the

strongest triplets and positive quartets, 60 reflections
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Table 2. Starting set defined by SIMPEL for PGE2

h k I E (symbolic) phase

5
5
9
1
7
1
7
7

-9
-10

0
2
1
1

- 4
4

1
1
2

1
2
1
2
2

3-01
2-82
2-40

3 1 8
3-81
2-76
2-81
2-75

0
0
0
a
b
c
d
e

0 } origin-defining reflections
01

were symbolically phased and for 23 reflections more
than one symbolic phase was found. 61 quartets with
E4 > 1-2 contributed to ENQUAC. Refinement of
the 48 lowest of the 1024 calculated ENQUAC values
yielded 18 possible solutions. For the calculation of
ENQUIC, 42 quintets with E5 > 0-55 could be used.
Refinement of the 48 lowest minima yielded 17 possible
solutions; 12 of them were approximately identical to
possible solutions of ENQUAC.

These 12 solutions were refined with the enantio-
morph-specific refinement and extension procedure.
After the refinement the ten strongest peaks in the E
map of solution number 6 in order of ENQUAC
(solution number 3 in order of ENQUIC, solution
number 3 in order of ENQUAC + ENQUIC) revealed
eight atoms and two atoms of the enantiomorph. The
next 20 strongest peaks revealed seven atoms, seven
atoms of the enantiomorph and six spurious peaks.

The E map of the best solution in order of the com-
bined ENQUAC-ENQUIC figure of merit was not
interpretable.

The authors thank Dr C. Stam for a critical reading
of the manuscript.
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CHAPTER VI

ON THE IDENTITY OF THE ENANTIOMORPH SENSITIVE THREE-PHASE SEMINVARIANTS
AND VARIANTS IN ?2y AND THEIR USE IN PROCEDURES FOR PHASE DETERMINATION*

by

Niek van der Putten and Henk Schenk, Laboratory for Crystallography,

University of Amsterdam, Nieuwe Achtergracht 166, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

and

Herbert Hauptman, Medical Foundation of Buffalo, 73 High Street, Buffalo,

New York 14203, U.S.A.

Abstract

The identity of the enantiomorph sensitive three-phase structure

seminvariants, T = <f>, , . + cf>. , 0 + & v . , in space group P2, is
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

derived via the sextet extension. It is shown, in addition, that the

extension concept is applicable also to all three-phase sums (variants)

V = Vl*l + Sk2^2 + S V s ' P r ° V i d e d °nly thSt kl + k2 + k3 = °'
The T and V estimating procedures have been tested and are equally

reliable, as expected. More importantly, it appears from the initial

applications that the number of phase sums T and V, reliably estimated

to be ±ir/2, is often quite large, and that they relate the phases of

the largest E's. In the cases that there are many reliable such

indications, these relations are very useful for the discimination

between the centrosymmetric and enantiomorph sensitive phases preceding

the final phase determination step. Thus enantiomorph specification,

a perennial problem in this space group, is facilitated.

This paper has been submitted for publication in Aota Crystallographica.
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1. Introduction

The problem of the definition and maintenance of the enantiomorph

in space groups like P2.. is often a difficult one to resolve in appli-

cations of direct methods. The first attempt to fix the enantioraorph

definitively (strong enantiomorph discrimination) was made in 1972

(Hauptman and Duax) where, in effect, it was shown how to identify

reliably a class of enantiomorph sensitive (i.e. having the value +TT/2)

linear combinations of two phases via calculated values of appropriate

three-phase structure invariants, in particular those having the value

IT. The initial applications of this procedure were made to the struc-

ture determination of aldosterone monohydrate and valinomycin (Duax

and Hauptman, 1972a,b), structures for which enantiomorph specification

had been difficult. With the development of the probabilistic theory

of the higher order structure invariants, in particular the means to

identify reliably the so-called negative quartets, and the introduction

of the extension concept (Hauptman, 1978; but see also Giacovazzo, 1977,

for a related concept called representation theory) a new method emerged

for identifying the enantiomorph sensitive two-phase structure seminvari-

ants by embedding the latter in suitable quartets (Hauptman and Green,

1978). Busetta (1976) was the first to demonstrate the usefulness of

this technique in his solution of alborixin (C,gOi£llg£>K )» a structure

for which enantiomorph discrimination was particularly difficult.

Despite the successful applications of the enantiomorph sensitive

two-phase structure seminvariants, it is clearly important to develop

methods for reliably identifying still larger classes of enantiomorph
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sensitive structure seminvariants. In the present paper we shall show

how to identify relatively large numbers of linear combinations of three

phases in P2, (variants)

V = 4*1, v "̂" $u i n "!"((> i n > (1»1)

talRl*l h2k2^2 h 3 3 1

satisfying

k l + k2 + k3 = ° ( 1 > 2 )

and having the value ±TT/2. If, in addition to (1.2), the conditions

h, + h„ + h, = JL + £.„ + JU = 0 (mod 2) (1.3)

(i.e. hi, + h„ + h„ and Ü. + %7 + H~ are even) are also satisfied, then

(1.1) is a structure seminvariant (called T in the sequel).

2. The Enantiomorph Sensitive Three-Phase Structure

Seminvariants in P2-

The probabilistic theory of the three-phase structure seminvariant

T in P2, was recently initiated (Hauptman, 1978; Hauptman and Potter,

197?). By embedding T and its symmetry related variants in suitable

quintets Q to which T is related via the space group dependent relation-

ships among the phases, one obtains the extensions Q of T. In this

way the probabilistic theory of the structure seminvariant T is reduced

to that of the structure invariants Q, which is well developed. In

particular, the neighborhoods of T are defined in terms of the neigh-

borhoods of the Q's. Thus the first neighborhood of T is the set-theoretic

union of the first neighborhoods of all (four) of its extensions (seven

magnitudes |E| in all); the second neighborhood of T is the set-theoretic
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union of the second neighborhoods of all of its extensions (forty-one

magnitudes |E| in all); etc. As described in this earlier work, T has

many first neighborhoods, many second neighborhoods, etc. By employing

the quintet extensions Q of T, the theory led to methods for identifying

and estimating reliably certain of the three-phase structure seminvariants

T having the value 0 or ir (the enantioraorph insensitive ones).

In the present paper one employs the (unique) sextet extension S

of T and is thus led to a method for identifying those seminvariants T

having the value ±TT/2, i.e. the enantiomorph sensitive ones. Although

the method is also capable of identifying those seminvariants T having

the value 0 or ir, it is not able to make a unique estimate in this way

(but the method of the preceding paragraph does have this capability).

2.1. The extension. The linear combination of three phases

T =

is a structure seminvariant in P21 if and only if (1.2) and (1.3) are

satisfied.

Following methods previously described (Hauptman, 1978; Hauptman

and Green, 1978), the structure serainvariant T is embedded in the six-

phase structure invariant (sextet) S, called an extension of T, by

means of

s •

(2.2)

so that, because of (1.2) and the space group dependent relationships

among the phases,

S = 2T. (2.3)
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Hence, if

(2.4)

then

±TT/2. (2.5)

2.2. The neighborhoods of T. The second sequence [to distinguish

from the sequence defined earlier (Hauptman, 1978)] of nested neighbor-

hoods of the structure seminvariant T is defined to be the sequence of

nested neighborhoods of the special sextet S (Fortier and Hauptman,

1977). Thus the first neighborhood of the second kind of T is defined

to consist of the three magnitudes

P, = IE, ,. „ I, i = 1,2,3. (2.6)

Again, the second neighborhood of T of the second kind consists of 19

magnitudes [E|, the three "main-terms" (2.6) and the additional 16

11 cross-terms"

R 12

R31 ""

R12 ~

R0i

(2.7)
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"123

R123

R12 3

RÏ23

R123

,0, ̂ -

(2.8)

RÏ23

2.3. The discriminant of T. Following Hauptman and Fortier

(1977), the discriminant A of T of tne second kind is defined by

( R 2 2 ~ 1 ) Ï.
15 90

L45 30 J

2 ST1 2 2

o2\) ^ +(3a/-a 2a 4)
15 10 J

105a

where

a. (2.9)

" RO1RO2RO3 + R01(R23 + R23} + R02(R31 + R3Ï} R12>
15
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2R12R23R32Ï + 2R122R23R31 (2.10)

E -
90

R123 ( R12 "•

RÏ23(R12 4

2R123(R02

2 R | 2 3 ( R 2
1

2 RÏ23 ( R01

- R23 +

+ Rj2 -

+ R 3 1 J

R31>2

R 3 1 ) 2

h R 1 2 }

HR^>

h R 3Ï }

2 2
+ RÏ23 (R12 "

+ R J 2 3(R 2
2 H

( R 0 3 + R 3 1 + B

(R2
3 + R2

3 -.

(R2 + R 2 4k 02 23

^R 23

h R 2 3

l3Ï> •*

- R 2 3 )

(2.11)

2 2 2 2 ? 2
— D U -I- P R 4- R R

" R01 02 + KO2KO3 + K03K01

2R01(R23 + R23} + 2R02(R31 + R3Ï} 2R03(R12

R
l 2

2 2
2R12R23
„„2 „2

2R23R31
2R31RL

2R12R23

2 2
2R12R23

2R23R31

2 2
2R23R3Ï

2R3ÏR12
2 2

2R3ÏR12; (2.12)

E" R1223(R12
30

R31>

p2 fR
2_ + P2

K123U12 + R23

R123(R12 + R23 R3Ï>

"123 «L
2 2

RÏ23(R03 4 2̂ + R2_ + R2_

(2.13)

15

R 02 03 2 ( R 12
R 31

R12 R23 R3Ï>'

(2.14)
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= R2 + R2 + R2 + P2 + 9(K2 + * 2 + R2 ^K123 K123 K123 K123 ZlKl53 KÏ23 KÏ23;

10

N

and a = '

where f. is the zero-angle atomic scattering factor of the jth atom and

N is the number of atoms in the whole unit cell. In the X-ray diffrac-

tion case the f. are equal to the atomic numbers Z. and are therefore

J J

all positive; in the neutron diffraction case some of the f. may be

negative.

In the applications one lists the discriminants A in ascending

algebraic order, the most negative ones appearing first. It is known

(Hauptman and Fortier, 1977) that the values of the discriminant are

correlated with the values of the sextet S in the sense that S ~ 0

or S R) T according as A>>0 or A<<0 respectively. In view of (2.4)

and (2.5) it follows that the structure seminvariant T ^ ±ir/2 when

A « 0 . (When A » 0 , T ^ 0 or TT, in view of (2.3).)

In calculating the discriminant A the full complement of 16 cross-

terms (2.7) and (2.8) will, in general, not be available; in such cases

the missing cross-terms, provided there are not more than 6 of them,

are replaced by unity, the average value of |E| .

3. Three-Phase Variants by Sextet Extensions

The formalism described in the preceding paragraph can be applied

more generally to all variants

V A + V A
 (3-1}

with k.+kj+k, = 0 and no condition for the other indices. The sextet

structure invariant in which (3.1) is embedded is again

S = * h k f + * h W £ " ' " ' I ' h k J + < f h k o + * h l c 5 + * h k ? * ^
" 1 * 1 * 1 n 2 2 2 " 3 3 3 " l 1 0 ! * ! T 2 2 3 3 3
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In this case too, it follows from the space group symmetries that S = 2V

[compare with (2.3)]. Thus V is estimated to be ±TT/2 if A « 0 and 0 or

IT if A » 0 . It should be noted that the three-phase seminvariants T form

a subset of the set V. The advantage of using the estimate V = ±rr/2

by means of (2.9) instead of only the estimate T = ±rr/2 is that approxi-

mately four times as many phase relationships become available for the

applications. It should be noted finally that choosing arbitrarily the

sign of a single enantiomorph sensitive structure seminvariant T = ±TT/2

is equivalent to specifying the enantiomorph.

4. Tests of T and V Estimates

The T and V estimating procedures using (2.9) have been applied

to the following four structures:

(1) DiethylmaIonic acid (DIEMAL) (van der Putten, unpublished) ,

C7H12O4> Z = 4, N = 44, P 2 r

(2) Tribenzamide (TRIBEN) (Olthof, unpublished), C^H^NO-j,

Z = 2, N = 50, P21-

(3) Aldosterone monohydrate (ALDO) (Duax and Hauptraan, 1972a) ,

C21H28°5*H2°' Z = 2' N = 54' P V

(4) Valinomycin (VALI) (Smith, Duax, Langs, DeTitta, Edmonds,

Rohrer and Weeks, 1975), C
5^9Q^6°IQ' Z = 2, N = 156, P 2 r

In order to be able to judge whether the T and V estimates are equally

reliable all variants v = ^ k S, + ^h k fi, + ^h k I w e r e divided into

four groups in accordance with the scheme:

Group A: hj + h^ + h. : 0 (mod 2)

kx + k2 + k3 = 0

£j_ + & 2 + fc3 5 0 (mod 2) (4.1)
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Group B: h! + h2
 + h3 = ° (mod 2>

£1 "*" £2 + £3 ^ •"" (mod 2)

Group C: h^ + h„ + h, 2 1 (mod 2)

kj + k2 + k3 = 0

Group D: h, + h„ + h„ = 1

k j- \f J_ Tf ZZ O

£x + £ 2 + £3 = 1 (mod 2). (4.4)

It is obvious that group A consists of the three-phase structure seminvari-

ants T. For all test structures the strongest |E[-values were used to

generate in all groups the three-phase variants V with the largest values

of

E3

Then the sextet discriminants A [Eq. (2.9)] were ca.lculat.ju and within

the different groups the variants were sorted in order of increasing

value of A, the negative ones appearing first. Since A«0 corresponds

to S = IT and A>>0 to S = 0, the top of the list comprises the "enantio-

morph sensitive" variants, V = ±ir/2 and the bottom the "enantiomorph

insensitive" ones, V = 0 or IT.

4.1. DIEMAL. The strongest 200 |E[-values were used to generate

approximately 42,000 three-phase variants V per group with an E» lower

limit of 0.7. Summaries of the estimates of V = ±n/2 and V = 0 or v

are given in the Tables 1 and 2 respectively. It can be seen from the

tables that the reliability of the V-estimates in all groups is approx-

imately equal. There is no significant difference between the results

for the three-phase seminvariants (group A) and the three-phase variants
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Table 1. Average error for D1EMAL of the estimates of the three phase variants V » tn/2 in

the four groups A, B, C, and D, defined by (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) respectively

when E3>0.7 and of the estimates of all variants V»±/u2 with E3>1.5 and 3.0, respec-

tively. The variants are listed in increasing order of the A-values (2.9), i.e.

starting with the most negative ones. The average errors <DEV> are given in milli-

cycles for the number of variants (NK) with smallest (most negative) A, NR having

the different values shown.

NR

5

10

20

40

60

Group A

<DEV>

53

32

32

37

46

Group B

<DEV>

23

27

27

30

29

Group C

<DEV>

39

49

61

59

63

Group D

<DEV>

39

48

56

41

" 52

All V Z ±TI/2

(E3>1.5)
<DEV>

29

28

32

43

39

All V X ±n/2
(E3>3.0)
<DEV>

29

28

30

39

Table 2. Average error for D1EMM. of the estimates of V = 0,n in the

four groups A> B> c> a m l D defined by (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and

(4.4), respectivoJy. The variants are listed in decreasing

order of A [Kq, (2.9)]. The average errors <DEV> are given

in millicycles for the number of variants (NR) of largest A,

where NR has the different values shown.

NR

10

25

50

75

100

125

150

175

Group A

<DEV>

23

28

40

43

45

47

47

50

Group B

<DEV>

29

35

36

37

32

35

38

37

Group C

<DEV>

19

42

46

42

43

47

45

45

Group !)

<DEV>

26

31

37

41

48

52

54

55

Table 3. Average error for TRIBEN of the estimates of the variants V • ±ÏÏ/2 in the four groups

A, B, C, and D, defined by (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) respectively with E3>1.0 and of

the estimates of all variants V - ±it/2 with E >1.0 and 1.5, respectively. The variants are

listed in increasing order of their A-values (2.9). The average errors <DEV> are given

in millicycles for the number of variants (NR) with smallest (most negative) A, NR having

the different values shown.

NR

5

10

20

40

60

Group A

<DEV>

49

90

108

117

Group B

<DEV>

14S
132

129

124

Group C

<DEV>

113

94

97

85

Group D

<DEV>

81

82

93

95

All V X *ir/2
(E3>1.0)
<DEV>

129

106

108

93

104

All V S! ±ir/2
(E3>1.5)
<DEV>

77

88

88

113
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(groups B, C and D). In Table 1, Column 5, the A-values range from

-121.5 to -17.2 for all variants V ft; tfr/2 with E3~values > 1.5.

In the above experiment about 168,000 variants were calculated in

all, which is quite a job, even for the modern computer. Therefore

the test was repeated with approximately 23,000 variants having E~ > 1.5,

and similar results were obtained; the only difference was that the

number of V py O,TT estimates was smaller. From these and other experiments

it is expected that normally the calculation of the 20,000-50,000 strongest

variants suffices to get all strong A-indications for V = ±ir/2 and the

strongest A-indications for V = O,TT.

It should be noted that the top and the bottom of the discriminant

list give estimates for those variants which relate the phases of the

strongest reflections. In particular this applies to the variants with

E, > 1.5 and E~ > 3.0 (Columns 5 and 6 in Table 1). The average errors

of these variants are comparable to those of the ^--relationships with

E„ > 1.5 and E„ > 3.0 respectively (44 me for 316 E2's and 23 me for

22 E 2's).

4.2. TRIBEN. The strongest 200 |E|-values were used to generate

about 19,000 three-phase variants V with E_ > 1.0. Summaries of the

estimates of V & ±TT/2 are given in Table 3. The A-values of the

variants used in Column 5 range from -3.6 to -1.5. For this structure,

which is difficult to solve by the usual methods, the most reliable

estimates of V ft} ±ir/2 with E~ > 1.5 are of comparable quality to those

of the 38 triplets with E~ > 1.5 (average error 64 me). The small

number of variants is due to the small maxima for h and £ and the

large one for k.

4.3. ALDO. The strongest 200 |E|-values were used to generate

about 21,000 three-phase variants V with E, > 1.5. Summaries of the

estimates of V ~ ±u/2 are given in Table 4. In this table the A-

values range from -12.0 to -2.0 for the overall group (Column 5).

Probably because of the large number of restricted phases for the
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strongest reflections the number and goodness of the estimates of

V ~ ±TT/2 were relatively poor.

4.4. VALI. About 50,000 three-phase variants with E 3 > 1.5 were

generated using the strongest 500 |E|-values. Summaries of the V X

±ïï/2 estimates are given in Table 5. The A-values range from -13.4

to -3.1. Again the errors of the most reliable estimates of V ~ ±TT/2

with E^ > 2.0 and 1.5 are comparable to those of 34 and 51 millicycles

for the 34 and 190 triplets with Ev-values > 2.0 and 1.5 respectively.

Table 4. Average error for AÏ.D0 of the estimates of the variants V ~ fn/2 in the four groups

A,B,C, and D with E3>1.5 and o£ the estimates of all variants VA: in/2 with E3>1.5 and 2.5,

respectively. The variants are listed in increasing order of their A-values (2.9).

The average errors <DEV> are given in millicycles for the number of variants (NR)

with smallest (most negative) A, MR having the different values shown.

NR

5
10

20

40

60

Group A

<DEV>

47

88

98

101

106

Group B

<DEV>

139

134

123

117

Group C

<DEV>

95

83

68

91

Group D

<DEV>

84

104

91

104

104

All V Z ±it/2
• (E3>1.5)

<DEV>

106

98

102

91

103

All V V. ±n/2
(E3>2.5)
<DEV>

107

95

80

Table 5. Average error for VALI of the estimates of the variants V ~ ±ir/2 in the four groups

A,B,C, and D with E3>1.5 and of the estimates of all variants Vfü lir/2 with E3>1,5 and 2.0,

respectively. The variants are listed in increasing order of their A-value (2.9).

The average errors <DEV> are given in millicycles for the number of variants (NR)

with smallest (most negative) A, NR having the different values shown.

NR

5

10

20

40

60

Group A

<DEV>

51

75
.73
75
89

Group B

<DEV>

105

125

88

94

96

Group C

<DEV>

159

90

77

68

82

Group D

<DEV>

38

67

77

85

95

All V » ±it/2
• (E3>1.5)

<DEV>

67

46

78

90

88

All V W +it/2
(E3>2.0)
<DEV>

30

41

73

69

75



5. Possible Applications of the Estimates of V ^ ±ir/2

In our opinion the V ~ ±TT/2 estimates may be applied in three

different ways.

(1) Preceding the symbolic addition or multisolution procedure

the V £J ±TT/2 estimates can be used together with the

strongest triplets, the V ~ 0,ir estimates and the T ~ 0

and T ~ ïï estimates (Hauptman and Potter, 1979) for the

discrimination between centrosymmetric and enantiomorph

sensitive phases. This will facilitate the final phasing

procedure enormously. An example will be given in the

next section for the structure of DIEMAL.

(2) The V ~ ±7r/2 and T ~ 0 or ir estimates may be used in an

enantiomorph specific figure of merit (see van der Putten,

Schenk and Hauptman, 1980).

(3) In the stage of numerical refinements there are two possible

applications. Firstly, preceding tangent refinement, a

modulo ir phase refinement is carried out using the variants

V ÏZ ±ir/2, the variants V ~ O,TT, the ^-relationships and

the seminvariants T ~ 0 or IT:

/ W sin((d). 4~ó. — (V,T,d))) mod TT)

tan a, ~ —
h

mod

in which all phases are limited to 0<a, <ÏÏ. This refine-
h

ment divides the reflections into centrosymmetric ones

(c*h fa 0) and enantiomorph sensitive ones (a. fy TT/2) .

Now in the next step the a. -values are used to weight

the contributions of phases to the usual tangent refine-

ment:50



wkVkE3sin(

tan

6_i k h-1

with W, « 1/[|(<J> ,mod u)-a,|]. Thus phases which do not
*»» * * * * * *

get their expected centrosymraetric or enantiomorph sensitive

values get a low weight in the tangent refinement, and this

will help to maintain the cnantiomorph during refinement.

Secondly, the V fy ±ïï/2 estimates may be used in an

adapted tangent refinement, similar to the one successfully

used with quartet and quintet estimates (van der Putten and Schenk>

1979) and described there in detail. Here we will confine

ourselves to remarking that the V py ±TI/2 estimates are

mixed with the triplet invariants and seminvariants in an

enantiomorph specific extension and refinement procedure.

6. Discrimination Between Centrosymmetric and

Enantiomorph Sensitive Phases

If a sufficient number of reliable V £ ±ïï/2 estimates (e.g.

A<-10.0) is available, then it is possible to use them together with

the most reliable triplets, V ~ 0,n estimates and T « 0 and T PS IT

estimates for the discrimination between centrosymmetric (tj) £J 0

(mod IT)) and noncentrosymmetric phases (<j> £J TT/2 (mod IT)) before

starting the final phasing procedure. We have applied this to DIEMAL.

First the origin was defiited with two phase restricted reflections and

one general reflection with k-index equal to 1. The strongest triplet

and the second T ~ ±ir/2 estimate assigned a reflection with large |EJ

to be enantiomorph sensitive. Thereafter, from the 125 strongest

reflections we could assign 49 reflections to be centrosyitimetric and

18 reflections to be enantiomorph sensitive using the V JÜ ±TT/2

estimates with A<-10,0, the strongest T 7$ 0 or IT estimates and the
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strongest V ~ 0,ïï estimates. A post-mortem examination showed that all

assignments were correct. Using these values in our symbolic addition

program SIMPEL, we got numerous indications that two of the symbolic

phases in the starting set were centrosymmetric and one was enantiomorph

sensitive. In this way the number of possible solutions was reduced by

a factor of eight. Eventually the correct solution was found to be the

one with the highest ^-consistency.

7. Concluding Remarks

The discriminant A [Eq. (2.9)] used throughout this work is based

on the general sextet discriminant dependent on 31 magnitudes |E|.

Here, because the sextet S is special, only 19 magnitudes |E| are

distinct. Thus a better discriminant, presumably leading to a nore

reliable identification of the enantiomorph sensitive seininvariants,

remains to be derived in a theoretical, more satisfactory way. This

work has not yet been done because of the enormity of the undertaking.

It is nevertheless noteworthy that, in view of the applications de-

scribed here [and others to be submitted shortly (van der Putten,

Schenk and Hauptman), 1980] the discriminant A [Eq. (2.9)] is good

enough to identify reliably a sufficient number of enantiomorph sen-

sitive seminvariants to be useful in the determination of crystal

structures.

It should be noted finally that discriminants, while useful,

easily computed, and well suited for identifying those structure

seminvariants having the extreme values 0, ÏÏ, or iïï/2, are not the

most powerful expressions for estimating the values of the structure

seininvariants. The best method is to derive accurate conditional

probability distributions of the structure seminvariants, assuming

as known the magnitudes JE| in their neighborhoods; in the present

case the 19 magnitudes |E| in the second neighborhood of T. This
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enormous undertaking has been carried out in only a few cases so far,

and a great deal of additional work in this direction remains to be

done.
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CHAPTER VII

APPLICATION OF THE THREE-PHASE SEMINVARIANTS TO PHASE DETERMINATION

by

Niek van der Putten and Henk Schenk, Laboratory for Crystallography,

University of Amsterdam, Nieuwe Achtergracht 166, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

and

Herbert Hauptman, Medical Foundation of Buffalo, Inc.% 73 High Street,

Buffalo, New York 14203, U.S.A.

Abstract

Formulas for estimating the values (0 or TT) of the enantiomorph

insensitive two- and three-phase structure seminvariants in P2, and

for identifying the enantiomorph sensitive ones (i.e. those having

the values ±ïï/2) have recently been secured. These procedures are

here integrated in order to identify still more reliably those sem-

invariants having the values 0,ïï, or ±ir/2. The results are employed

in two ways to strengthen direct methods procedures: The first makes

active use of the three-phase structure seminvariants alone and the

second relies heavily on the three- and four-phase structure invariants

but employs the seminvariant enantiomorph-specific figure of merit

CRISEM to select the best of a number of possible solutions. The

heavy dependence on the enantiomorph-sensitive seminvariants facilitates

the selection and maintenance of the enantiomorph, often a source

of difficulty in this space group.

This paper has been submitted for publication to Acta Crystallographica.
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1. Introduction

Recently a number of probability distributions for two- and three-

phase structure seminvariants were derived on the basis of their quartet,

quintet, and sextet extensions (Hauptman and Green, 1978; Hauptman and

Potter, 1979; van der Putten, Schenk and Hauptman, 1980, respectively).

Examples were given which showed that the reliability of the estimates

of the seminvariants is good and, particularly in the case of the enantio-

inorph sensitive seminvariants, applications to phase determining procedures

in space group P2 1 were indicated as well. The first object of this

paper is to show that integrating the different approaches leads to

still more reliable estimates. Then, secondly, the estimates are

employed in two direct methods procedures: lib initio phase determination

using the three-phase seminvariants alone and phase determination via

the three-phase invariants, employing the seminvariant enantiomorph-

specific figure of merit CRISEM. The procedures give encouraging

results and open up new possibilities for phase determination in

difficult cases.

2. Recapitulation of the Theoretical Background

In the space group P2» the linear combination of two phases

hi " V*! + V*2 (2'1}

is a structure seminvariant if and only if

(hj+hg.O.Jlj+fcj) H 0 (mod (2,0,2)). (2.2)

By embedding (J)^ in the quartet
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one obtains an extension of the seminvariant §-.y The space group-

dependent relationships among the phases enable one to write (2.3) as

2(}).?. Hauptman and Green (1978) have shown that the conditional prob-

ability distribution Pile» of <{> _, given the E-magnitudes of the two

main terms, (tuk?,..) and (h«k8._) and of the three cross-terms, (02k0),

(hj+l^,O,JLj+£2) and (ty-h^O,^-^) , is

/ 2 \

23 / 2a R f - 1 1 / 2

JTfT [ R l + R2 + 2R1R2 COS 2*12 J ^ X

°2

2a
cosh < —^72 RlR2R12 cos

°2

2a3
COsh \ —372 R1R2R12 COS ^

in which K.i_ is a suitable normalization factor,

Rl

R0 lEO2ko'' R12"lEh1+h2,0,A1+Jl2l
> R12

N

and ffn = X I f^ (2>5)

where f, is the zero-angle atomic scattering factor of the atom labeled

j. P̂ jij shows that if R » R2> R_, R.„ and R •= are all large, then
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4>12 %0 or TT; (2.6)

but i f R,, R2, are large and Ro, R12 and R12 are a l l small , then

2<}>12 # TT and (|)12 p* ±TT/2. (2.7)

In the latter case the structure sendnvariant <f>12 is enantiomorph

sensitive. In contrast to the estimate (2.6) of $-.j, which is ambiguous,

the estimate +ïï/2 of (2.7) corresponds to one enantimorph and the estimate

-TT/2 to the other enantiomorph. The reliability of $ 1 2 jy TT/2 in the

range 0 < (j). 2 < TT/2 is measured by the variance of the mode, defined by

TT/2

In the space group P2. the linear combination of three phases

Sk3£3

is a structure seminvariant if and only if

(hj+hj+hj, kj+k^^, Ij+l^lj = 0 (mod(2,0,2)), (2.10)

i.e. if and only if h.+h^+tu and H.+l^B.* are both even and ki+k2
+Ic3 = °

By embedding T and its symmetry related variants in suitable quintets

(extensions of T), one obtains a simple relation between T and the values

of the quintets. In this way the discriminant A,, of T is defined in

terms of the discriminants of the quintet extensions, and extreme values
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of Ac are correlated with extreme values of T in the sense that T Rj 0

or TT according as A_ » 0 or A,. « 0, respectively (for specific procedure

and expressions, see Hauptman and Potter, 1979).

By embedding T in the sextet extension S defined by means of

s =

(2.11)

one obtains, in view of (2.10) and the space group dependent relationships

among the phases»

S = 2T. (2.12)

Because the most extreme values of the discriminant A, of the sextet
o

are correlated with S in the sense that S ^ 0 or IT according as A, » 0
D

of Ag « 0, respectively, it follows from (2.12) that if

A6 » 0 then T & 0 or ir (2.13)

and if

A6 « 0 then T fy ±TT/2 . (2.14)

[A, is given by Eq. (2.9), van der Putten, Schenk and Hauptman, 1980].

As with the quartet extension, the estimate (2.13) of T is ambiguous

and the estimate (2.14) of T is enantiomorph sensitive.

3. Introduction to the Calculations

As described above the value of the three-phase structure seminvar-

iant T in space group P2, is estimated via its quintet and sextet exten-

sions and the value of the two-phase seminvariant ^^ * s estimated via

the quartet extension. It should be noted that the different probability

expressions give numerical values for the same quantity and this implies

that they can fruitfully be used together in order to arrive at more
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TABLE 1. The conditions for the estimation of T « 0, T ft; ir and T R; ±TT/2.

I

11

III

Probable value of T

a) T «j 0

b) T « ir

T Fa tn/2

T R; ±TT/2

First condition

4 5»0

A « 0
0

A,«0 (3 general reflections)

<1>,2 ft! tall and

small variance
(2 general + 1 phase

restricted reflection)

Second condition

[ 3 general reflections: A,»0

J 2 general reflections and 1 phase
I restricted reflection: 2$12 K 0

A5 « 0

A5 » 0

reliable estimates. In particular it is possible to get two indications

for the case that T ~ 0, T pjj ir and T £j ±i/2.

The conditions for the estimation of T R; 0 or n and T rv ±TT/2 are

summarized in Table 1. For three-phase seminvariants consisting of

three phase restricted reflections, only the associated quintet dis-

criminants are calculated. In this case T = 0 or fr, and so the associated

sextet discriminant will not be calculated. T estimates of 0 or IT

correspond to A,. >> 0 or A_ « 0, respectively. For three-phase semin-

variants consisting of three general reflections the T = 0 estimates

are expected to have large values of both the quintet and sextet

discriminants (A,. » 0 and A » 0) . In case A 5 « 0 and A, » 0 then the

most probable value of T is ir. Finally, for seminvariants T consisting

of two general reflections and one phase restricted reflection, the

associated sextet

S = 2 T =

(3.1)

reduces to the quartet

* 2 T
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because <(), _. = 0 or ir. T Rj 0 or u estimates are expected to correspond

to A_ » 0 and 2<j> „ RJ 0 or A^ « 0 and 2$ ~ fó 0, respectively. In case

<J>-2 fü ±TT/2, VAR, which is given by (2.8), is small and A^ £; 0, then

the most probable value of T is ±TT/2. In the last case the sextet

extension includes the cross-term magnitude E~ and A, will not be cal-

culated. In order to test the respective estimation procedures they

have been applied to five known structures in space group P2.. :

(1) Diethylmalonic acid (DIEMAL) (van der Putten, unpublished),

C7H12O4, Z = 4, N = 44.

(2) Tribenzamide (TRIBEN) (Olthof, unpublished), C
2 1

H
1 5

N O 3 '

Z = 2, N » 50.

(3) Aldosterone monohydrate (ALDO) (Duax and Hauptman, 1972),

C21H28O5*H2°' z = 2» N = 54-

(4) Valinomycin (VALI) (Smith, Duax, Langs, DeTitta, Edmonds,

Rohrer and Weeks, 1975), C54H
9C)

N6O18' Z = 2, N = 156.

(5) Bicyclo[3,l)l]heptan-2-one-3-[(4-brotnophenyl)methylene]-6,6-

dimethyl (SR20) (Germain, unpublished), C16H -,BrO, Z = 8,

N = 144.

For DIEMAL, TRIBEN and ALDO,the 200 strongest reflections and, for

VALI and SR20, the 500 strongest reflections were used to generate 5,000-

12,000 three-phase seminvariants having the largest values of

E3 = TT? 'Eh k fi. Eh k £ Eh k J? '* (3.3)
J a 3 "3*3^! n2k2x2 ^ ^

Then the respective discriminants or phase sum estimates of the

quintet and sextet (or quartet) extensions are calculated. For the

quintet discriminant calculation all possible extensions are screened
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and the most extreme value (either negative or positive) is used to

define A 5 of the seminvariant. Whereas Hauptman and Potter (1979)

use the cross term magnitude E Q = 1.0, in this paper

3 / 2

a,
(3.4)

3

The sextet extension is unique, as described above, and provides a

straightforward calculation of A,.

In order to arrive at the desired estimates T RJ 0, T p* TT and

T & ±TT/2 the A,-, A, and (J>1 „ estimates are then ordered in three

different ways:

(1) In accordance with their A values (Ag is printed

additionally).

(2) In accordance with their A values (A5 is printed

additionally).

(3) In accordance with the variance of the <J> _ estimates

in those cases where T = <j>12 *
s predicted to be ±TT/2

(Ac is printed additionally).

4. Test Results: Estimation of the Enantiomorph

Insensitive Seminvariants

Hauptman and Potter (1979) showed the reliability of the T fa 0

or IT estimates for ALDO and VALI. In Table 2 a comparison is made

for DIEMAL, TRIBEN and SR20 between the mean deviation of the triplet

invariant <^ = <(>h+ <J>k+
 (Lj1_^c

 f r o m 0 a n d the mean deviation of the
•W ** #S* *^

three-phase seminvariant T from i t s 0 or I estimate. This has been

done for the triplet invariants arranged in decreasing order of
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372 'Wh+k' (4.1)

and for the three-phase seminvariants arranged in decreasing order

of |A5 | . The lower limit for |A5| is 30.0 for DIEMAL and SR20, and 20.0

for TRIBEN. The deviations are given in millicycles (1000 me = 2TT

radians). The number of seminvariants in this table for which one

of the symmetry related seminvariants happens to be an invariant i s

approximately 50%, 75% and 15% for DIEMAL, TRIBEN and SR20, respec-

tively.

TABLE 2. Average error for DIEMAL, TRIBEN and SR20 of the £ 2 ~ r e l a t i o n s a n d o£ t h e T fö ° a n d T *** ""
estimates. The r,-rclations are ordered in accordance with their E^-values (4.1) and the
seminvariants in accordance with their A.-values. The average errors <DEV(<j>,»0) > and
<DEV(T»0/ir)> are given in millicycles for the number of Ij-relations (NR) and the number of
seminvariants (NR) with largest E«- and A_-values respectively, NR having the different
values shown.

NR.

10

50

100

300

500

700

900

1200

1500

2000

<DEV (<(>

27

31

36

42

49

55

61

DIEMAL

=0)> <DEV (T=0/ir)>

30

33

34

39

46

50

52

<DEV ($,

60

64

71

79

84

89

96

TRIBEN

,=0)> <DEV (T=0/ir)>

64

67

78

82

87

92

94

<DEV ($,=

21

21

20

26

31

37

40

45

47

52

SR20

=0)> <DEV (T=0/TT)>

18

21

23

23

23

26

28

34

36

48

5. Test Results: Enantiomorph

Sensitive Seminvariants

The estimation of the special enantiomorph sensitive three-phase

seminvariant T = 02.
w a s c a r r i e d o u t

h j^ h k£ h 02.

estimation of the enantiomorph sensitive two-phase seminvariant
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<f>12 = <J>, , - + <{>, r. via its quartet extension. Of course one

cf), _ & ±ir/2 estimate will result in more than one T «v ±ir/2 estimate

in this way at the same time. In most cases many reflections with

indices h-jOJ^, for which h,+h2+h3 = 0 (mod 2) and 9, +S.2+Ü E 0 (nod 2)

is valid, are present among the reflections for which the three-

phase seminvariants are generated. In Table 3 the test results of

the <{>12 (Ü ±TT/2 estimates are shown for DIEMAL, TRIBEN, ALDO, VALI

and SR20. A condition wasthat<|A |> <15.0 where < JA [> „ is
3 h 3 U 3 h3U'3

the average of the maximal quintet discriminant values lAjJ, associated

with all three-phase seminvariants, constructed from the pair Ó-,-, =

<J>. . „ + <f>, r. and different <f>, 0„ 's.

The test results of the T fg ±TT/2 estimates via their sextet

extensions are given for the five test structures in Table 4. Apart

from the condition that the sextet discriminant value A, had to be
o

negative, the maximal discriminant value |A_| of the associated quintet

was also required to be smaller than 15.0.

Table 3. Average error and varinn:e (2.8) of the (j)̂  K iif/2 estimates for the five test

structures. The scminvariants are arranged In Increasing order of the variance.

The average errors <DEV> (in me. and the average-variance times 0.01 <VAR> are

given for the number of scminvariants (NR) with smallest variance, NR having the

different values shown.

NR.

1

5

10

15

20

25

DIEMAL

<DEV>

3

34

24
45
56

75

<VAR>

213

240

269

294

309

323

TRI3EN

<DEV>

240

167

156

131

117

119

<VAR>

407

520

547

566

579

591

ALDO

<DEV>

146

136

<VAR>

496

684

VALI

<DEV>

29

147

121

87

80

95

<VAR>

301

343

375

392

409

423

SR20

<DEV>

13

15

16

40

58

80

<VAR>

35

44

49

56

64

75
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TABLE 4. Average error of the T S; ±TT/2 estimates and the A,-values associated with groups of

seminvariants (NR in each group) for the five test structures. The seminvariants are

arranged in increasing order of their ̂ --values. The average errors <DEV> are given for

the numbers of seminvariants (MR) with smallest A-, MR having the different values shown.

MR.

1

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

DIEMAL

<DEV>

13

34

23
25

27

30

28

29

35

41

40

A6(NR)

-31.1

-24.6

-18.7

-16.3

-14.0

-12.1

-11.1

-9.9

-9.0

-8.6

-7.8

TRIBEN

<DEV>

14

49

90

101

113

108

103

106

114

118

118

A6(SR)

-2.9

-2.2

-1.6

-1.5

-1.4

-1.3

-1.2

-1.2

-1.1

-1.1

-1.0

ALDO

<DEV>

48

47

88

101

98

86

95

95

101

103

105

A6(KR)

-4.6

-2.9

-2.1

-1.9

-1.8

-1.6

-1.4

-1.2

-1.2

-1.1

-1.1

VALI

<DEV>

13

36

60

69

61

73
74

70

78

85

88

A6(SR)

-13.4

-4.2

-3.9

-3.1

-2.7

-2.6

-2.0

-2.0

-1.8

-1.5

-1.4

SR20

<DEV>

249

133

133

126

112

118

112

119

115

115

119

A6(NR)

-149.4

-95.7

-52.3

-45.4

-39.4

-28.4

-26.3

-22.2

-17.6

-16.9

-16.2

6. Concluding Remarks Concerning the Test Results

The probabilistic theory of the three-phase seminvariant T in P2-

using the extension concept has been shown to lead to a fairly powerful

technique for obtaining reliable estimates of T. In particular,

the estimates T Ri 0, or it, or ±u/2 with A- and A, respectively may

well give the additional enantiomorph insensitive and sensitive infor-

mation needed for strengthening the phase determination process in

difficult cases. Also it is important to notice that the most reliable

estimates are for the relations among the strongest reflections.

Van der Putten, Schenk and Hauptman (1980) have shown that the

formalism of the estimate T p$ iïï/2 via the sextet extension can be

applied to all three-phase sums (variants)

v"V A (6.1)

provided only that k.+k^+k,, = 0. They also showed that the power of the

enantiomorph sensitive relations is increased if these variants V are

generated and estimated as well.
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Finally, the estimate <J>12 - ±TT/2 by means of the P|5~formula may

also prove to be useful, but the variances must be considered care-

fully. Further, the test results with SR20 show that structures with

heavy atoms may cause trouble if one relies on the A,-values or variances

o
of the 4> „ fv ±rr/2 estimates on an absolute scale .

7. Application of Three-Phase Seminvariants

in Phasing Procedures

The application of enantiomorph insensitive and sensitive three-

phase seminvariants together are particularly useful in phasing proced-

ures in space group P2,. On the one hand P2 is one of the most fre-

quently occurring space groups, and on the other hand parts of the phase

determination in P21 may give rise to more serious problems than in

other space groups. The problems lie mainly in the difficulty of

enantiomorph definition, in the drift of the phases in the phase-

extension and refinement process towards zero, and in the preference

of figures of merit for centrosymmetric solutions (see e.g. Schenk,

1972; Hull'and^;rw^Vi978;sVan der Putten and Schenk, 1979; Busetta,

1976). TheKthree-phase seminvariants were implemented in the symbolic

addition program SIMPEL (Overbeek, 1980), in two different ways:

. - t ;••-•

i) 'The comple'tejp'iia^ing'procedure, including the evaluation

of the possible solutions by means of figures of merit,

is carried out with three-phase seminvariants alone.

ii) The phasing procedure is carried out with three- and
?«,V it' •

four-phase invariants. However, the evaluation and

sorting of the possible solutions is executed with

the seminvariant criterion CRISEM.
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8. The Basic SIMPEL Concept With Three-Phase

Seminvariants Alone

The basic steps in the phase-development scheme, using three-

phase seminvariants alone, are

(a) Program Seracal: generates the three-phase seminvariants

for the reflections with the largest E-values.

(b) Program Discal: estimates the three-phase seminvariants

by embedding them in suitable higher order invariants (see

the calculation scheme in §3) .

(c) Program Sorsem: makes the most reliable enantiomorph

insensitive seminvariants redundant, gives them a new

E,-value (E.,*) and sorts them. The new weight (E,*) of

a seminvariant is given by E * = 0.5*[A | . The E *

value is defined in this way because the quintet dis-

criminant is a polynomial of fourth degree and because

preliminary tests showed the distribution of these E *-

values to be similar to that of the E_-values of the

triplet invariant.

(d) Program Stasem: generates a small starting set by means

of a method analogous to the convergence method (Germain, Main,

and Woolfson, 1970). The reflections may come from two

sources:

i) Origin definition. The phases of these reflections

get explicit numerical values.

ii) Reflections required to generate a continuous phase-

determining process. The phases of these reflections

are represented by symbols.
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This program uses the enantiomorph insensitive three-phase

seminvariants among,at most, the 100 strongest reflections.

Moreover, it looks for the range of this small starting set

among the 200 strongest reflections, at most.

(e) Program Symbad: generates new symbolic phases using the

enantiomorph insensitive seminvariants alone. This is

carried out by means of an iterative procedure in which

the, initially very strict, acceptance criteria (depen-

dent on the E-*-value) are lowered after every cycle.

(f) Program Qcrit: calculates Q-criteria (Schenk, 1971a)

based on the seminvariant relations from Symbad for all

permutations of test values given by the user. The

sets of symbol values with the lowest criterion values

can be used for Qref.

(g) Program Qref: refines, by means of least-squares, the

rough values from Qcrit (Schenk, 1971b). The symbol-

value-combination with the lowest figure of merit should

be the most probable one. The enantiomorph is defined

automatically, because the possible solutions should

have one by one the same weight.

(h) Program Tanref: does a weighted tangent-refinement

with the (T fy 0 or TT) seminvariants, starting with

the symbol-values given by the user.

9. The Seminvariant Figure of Merit; CRISEM

On the basis of the extreme estimates 0 and IT and of the enantio-

morph sensitive estimates ±n/2 of the three-phase seminvariants the

figure of merit CRISEM can be formulated as follows: r<
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CRISEM = ) W, |<j>, + <j> + (j).

i * 5 l ~* ~*

(9.1)

in which <J>, , (j) , <j>0 and [>>,(?> , (J> arc determined in a direct
~i ~i -i ~i ~i ~i

1/2
phase procedure, Wc = E * with E.* defined in §8 and V, = Ó.5*|A,I .

5 . 3 i 6. ' 6 '

T.(O/TT) = 0 or TT and T. (TT/2) = TT/2 are estimated in accordance with

the A,--values and A,-values respectively. The weight W, has been

3
chosen setni-empirically to be in accord with the observed distribution

of errors in the two kinds of contributors to (9.1) in certain test

structures.

It must be noted that CRISEM consists of an enantio-

morph insensitive first part and an enantiomorph sensitive second

part. Further, the last part discriminates only in the range

0 < l4>, + <j>, +(}) |<TT. The CRISEM figure of merit can bo 'used in

~j ~j ~j

both multisolution tangent refinement and symbolic addition procedures.

In the first procedure for each solution a CRISEM value can ba cal-

culated. To bring these into a correct relative scale it is necessary

to use, instead of (9.1), the related criterion

CRISEM

j " j - j ~j

(9.2)



In the symbolic addition procedures the phases <J> etc. are expressed
£i

in terras of the symbols X and thus (9.2) can be rewritten as:

CRISEM (X,.X,,...,X_) = ^ W 5 i | ^ A i n X n "

i n

w* II / A- x K m o d w) - T. (ir/2)|. (9.3)
o. ' ' £—> jn n' J

3 3 n

Then for sets of numerical values of X the CRISEM figure of merit can

be evaluated. Starting from a set of parameter values in (9.3) it is

possible to use an iterative least-squares procedure to refine the X

values. The function to be minimized is

n

W- \ ) A. X (mod TT) - T.
J n

10. Applications

The SIMPEL procedure using enantiomorph insensitive seminvariants

only (PROC I) and the normal SIMPEL procedure using triplets and quartets

together with the figure of merit CRISEM (PROC II) have been applied to

three known structuresa DIEMAL, ALDO and TRIBEN. These structures

were chosen because one (DIEMAL) belongs to the group of the fairly easy

solvable structures and the other two belong to the group of fairly

difficult or difficult structures. For all structures about 6000

three-phase seminvariants were generated for the 200 reflections with

the strongest E-values. The limit for the E^-value was 1.5» 1.5 and

1.0 for DIEMAL, ALDO and TRIBEN respectively. The results of the phase

determination with PROC I and PROC II are summarized in Table 5. This

table is headed in the following way:
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TABLE K Results of Che phase determination with PROC I and PROC II for DIEMAL, ALDO and TRIBEN.

DIEMAL:

DIEMAL:

ALDO:

ALDO:

TRIBEN:

TRIBEN:

PROC

PROC

PROC

PROC

PROC

PROC

I

II

I

II

I

II

NR. OF
USED T-+1T/2

20

20

20

NR. OF
USED T-O/ir

528

528

387

387

424

424

SMALX STARTING SET

NR. OF
ORIG. REFL.

3

3

3

3

3

3

NR. OF
SYMBOLS

3(3+0)

4(3+1)

4(3+1)

5(2+3)

5(5+0)

5(5+0)

NR. OF
EXAM. SOL.

64

128

128

128

1024

1024

NR. IN QREF
+ <ERROR>

1 <31

2 <76

1 <24

mc.>

mc>

mc.>

N.R. IN L.S.R.
AFTER CRISEM

1 <26

3 <6O

6 <90

uc.>

mc>

mc.>

NR OF USED T K ±TT/2: the number of enantiomorph sensitive three-

phase seminvariants used, of which the

sums of the indices of the reflections

satisfy (2.10) .

0/IT: the number of enantiomorph insensitive semin-

variants used. The upper limits of ikA for

the invariants and seminvariants were 80.0

and 30.0 (20.0 for TRIBEN) respectively.

NR OF ORIG. REFL.: the number of reflections for origin

definition.

NR OF SYMBOLS: the number of reflections in the small starting

set with symbolic phases. The numbers of

restricted and general reflections are shown

in parentheses. The starting set for TRIBEN

had one more restricted reflection with a

numerical value reliably obtained from X.. .

NR OF EXAM. SOL.

70

the number of solution sets examined in QCRIT

(PROC I) or CRISEM (PROC. II).



NR IN QREF: number of the most plausible solution sets in

the refinement by QREF. Also the mean error

from the correct symbol values is given in

millicycles.

NRINL.S.R. AFTER number of the best plausible set of symbol

CRISEM*

values in the least-squares refinements

criterium R(X ). Also the mean error from

the correct symbol values is given in

millicycles.

We have also tried a tangent refinement with the very small set of the

enantiomorph insensitive seminvariants alone for all solutions mentioned

in Table 5. The calculated E-maps revealed a large recognizable frag-

ment of the s tructure in all cases. The smallest fargment consisted

of 17 of the 25 atoms of TRIBEN within the 30 largest peaks in the E-

map calculated with the phases from the tangent refinement with semin-

variants alone for solution NR6 in CRISEM. Other tests with two known

and one unknown structure showed that the figure of merit CRISEM is

fairly dependent on the number of good estimates for the enantiomorph

sensitive three-phase seminvariants; but they also showed the relation

between the value of the sextet discriminant and the reliability of the

estimation of T ft; ±TT/2. Use of the ±rr/2 estimates of all variants (6.1)

appears to enhance the reliability of CRISEM. In summary, CRISEM is

expected to be a reliable figure of merit provided that there are a

fairly large number of three-phase (semin)variants having A,-values<-20.
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CHAPTER VIII

ESTIMATION OF THE [E]-VALUES OF THE SQUARED STRUCTURE WITH QUARTET INVARIANTS

ABSTRACT

Expressions for the estimation of the |G|-values, the |E|-values of the

squared structure, on the basis of all quartets in which H is a cross-term vector,

are presented for the space groups PI and PÏ. To keep computing time within reaso-

nable bounds a simplified but reliable estimation procedure was developed employing

the quartets with highest quartet product only. The |G|-estimates are applied to

sharpen the Patterson function and to calculate |E|-values outside the limiting

sphere.

INTRODUCTION

The four-phase invariant (quartet), defined by <J>. = 4> + $v + <|> + <f> ,

may be estimated in a reliable way (see e.g. Hauptman, 1975; Hauptman and Green, 1976;

Gilmore, 1977;van der Putten and Schenk, 1979). In particular the extreme values of

<f>. may be predicted with the required accuracy for not too large structures. A

quartet has a large probability to be positive (<t>4=0) if E^ = N~ |E E E E , „ T |

and |Et, „I, |EU T I, and |EV ,I are large. If on the other hand E. is large and

|E K|, |E j, and |E K + L| are small, a quartet has a large probability to be

negative C ^ . - T ) .

This paper presents expressions for the estimation of |G.,|, the |E|-value of a

reflection H for the squared structure. The expressions make use of all quartets,

for which H is a cross term and they show that if H occurs many times as a cross term

in positive quartets, there is a large probability, that |G..| is large. The

reflection H may be either inside or outside the limiting sphere.
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Estimated |G|-values can be useful for sharpening the heavy atom - heavy atom

vector peaks in a Patterson synthesis for non-equal atom structures. Furthermore,

since in structures with equal atoms |EH|=|G |, the |G|-estimates can be used for

the prediction of |E|-values outside the limiting sphere. In this paper a practical

procedure is described based on the expressions for |G|. By application to five

known structures the usefulness of |G|-estimates for crystal structure work is

evaluated.

EXPRESSIONS FOR ESTIMATION OF |Gn| IN THE SPACEGROUPS PI and PÏ

For structures with non-equal atoms the Sayre's equation for normalised

structure factors may be written as:

EKEH-K
K

where G is the E-value of reflection H of the squared structure and C„ is a

positive constant which may be readily determined (see e.g. Cochran, 1955).

Multiplying both sides by their complex conjugates leads to

IGHI
 = CH I I- EKEH-KI <2)

IS!' = CH L E |EKEH-KE-LE-H+LI
 C0S U C3)

K L

in which K + (H-K) + (-L) + (-H+L) = 0 (4)

e i n d © » ™ d) "•* 0» i t r d ^ T ^ * 0 » T T * ^ N
^ l \ n ^ i v ~ I J ""il"' \-t I o J

(3) may be written as:

|6)> (6)H „ KH.K_L_H+L4

where (cos<J>. |6) is the expected value of cos<j> given the |E|-values of the six

reflections K, H-K, -L, L-H, K-L, and H-K-L. In appendix I the joint probability

distribution of $., P(4>.|6) is derived in space group PI. The final expression is:

P(*4|6) = c"exp(-B cos$4) x I (2|EK_L|Z13/N
i) x I ( 2 | E H _ K _ L | Z 2 3 / N ^ ) (7)
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where C is a suitable normalizing constant

B=2N" 1|E KE H_ Kn_ LE._ H| (8)

Z13 - fEKEL + EH-KEL-H + 2 IEKE-LEH-KEL-

Z23 = tEH-KEL + EKEL-H + 2 I EK E-L EH-K EL-

I is the modified Bessel function of zeroth order.
0

The conditional expected value of cos<f>. ,e{cos<|>. | 6} , i s given by:

I (-1)U+V+1 I I ,(B)
V , v u v u+v+l v

(11)4 ^
£ (-1)U+V I I (B)M ,v u v u +v

— 00

in which I is a modified Bessel function and I is defined by:
u v

Both expressions (7) and (11) are similar to the formulae for <j> , based on the

E-magnitudes of the four main terms and of all three cross terms (Hauptman, 1975)

Of course (cos<f>.|6) may be estimated from (11), but it takes less computing

time to calculate:

(cos*4|6) a J [P(*4|6) cos4>4 cty4]. (13)*4
0

A numerical approximation of (13), involving a summation at five |A.|-values

has been used throughout our calculations. In space group PÏ (6) may be written as:

IGH|2 = CH2<IEKEH-KE-LEL-HI X S / V A R > K , L

in which S (=±1), the sign of the quartet, may be estimated with P~, which is

analogous to the seven magnitude formula for quartets in PÏ of Hauptman and

Green (1976).

P* = c'"exp(+B/2) x cosh[|EH_L|N"5(|EKE_L|±|EH_KEL_H|)]
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where C is a suitable normalizing constant. The variance VAR is definied by:

4 P*P~
VAR = — . (16)

2
NUMERICAL ESTIMATION OF |G|-VALUES

In our experiments the expressions (7) and (15) were used rather than the corres-

ponding formulae for the unequal atom case, derived by Hauptman (1976) and

Hauptman & Green (1976). The latter expressions, which involve the terms

(3a3-a2a4)/ 2 and a^a^ instead of 2/N and 1/N2 respectively (an= .Ij f.),

appear to overestimate negative values of cos<f>4 for structures with heavy atoms.

In testing (6) and (14) we made the following observations:

. A given reflection may occur as a cross term in a very large number of quartets

depending on the length of its reciprocal vector. For a structure with 4000

reflections this number may be of the order of 1,000,000. Thus the estimation

of one |G|-value will take large amounts of computing time, if all quartets

are employed.

. The estimates of cos<(> in (6) and of S in (14) is unreliable, if either B,

defined by (8), is small or the f E[-values of one or two cross terms K-L, and

H-K-L are unknown. Of course the contributions of those quartets to (6) and

(14) are small in most cases.

In view of this we have developed the following procedure. To start with 10,000

to 50,000 quartets with largest E.-values are generated for the 500 to 1000

strongest reflections. Then in the centrosymmetric case the sum

SUMC= K L IEKEH-KE-LEL-HI
S/VAR .

and in the non-centrosymmetric case the sum

SUMN= II I EK EH-K E-L EL-HI C C O S* 4I
6 )

is calculated. Subsequently those sums are selected for further calculations

which include at least 20 quartets, as the others do not give reliable results.

In order to correct for the variation in the number of quartets, in which a given

reflection appears as a cross term, a scaling factor A can be applied (see

appendix II for its derivation and form). Because the summations (17) and (18)
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do not include all quartets, expressions (14) and (6) reduce to

and

2
|GH| cc A x SUMC (19)

|GH| « A X SUMN . (20)

From tests it is found that large values of (19) and (20) correspond with large
2

|GO|-values and likewise for small ones. The latter, however, are less reliable1 n'
than large |G„|-estimates and are very scarce, because the requirement that at
least 20 quartets are used in the summations (17) and (18) is seldom fulfilled.

2

In order to arrive at estimated |G [-values the data obtained from (19) and (20)

have to be rescaled. This is done from the distribution of the known |E|-values

as a function of sineA by the following procedure:

i. A list is made of the reflections, arranged in decreasing order of SUMC or

SUMN. This list is divided in groups of 100-300 reflections,

ii. The known |E|-values of each group are divided into four equivalent sub-

groups, according to their sineA -value. For each of the subgroups the

<|FJ-» and <sin9A > are calculated.

iii. These values are plotted and a straight line is fitted. The line provides

an estimate for |G | at a given value of sin(e„)A .

APPLICATIONS
. 2

The estimates of the G -values have been applied in two different ways:
H 2

1. For non-equal atom structure these |G|-values were used as coefficients in a

Patterson synthesis for sharpening the heavy atom - heavy atom vector peaks.

This application will be described for three known structures:
A sulphur-steroid, C20

H24°5S CSULSTE) (K°PS et al., 1977), P21/c, Z=8, N=204,

Norgalanthamine Chlorohydrate, C.,H NO Cl, (NORG) (Germain, unpublished),

PI, Z=2, N=40 and a randomly generated structure, Cg9Br, (RANBRO), P2 , Z=2, N=200.

2. For equal atom structures |G |=|E |, arid thus the JEJ-values of reflections

outside the limiting sphere can be estimated. This application will be

described for the following two structures:

Prostaglandin E , C20
H32°5' (PGEJ (Edmonds and Duax), 1974a,b), PI, Z=l, N=25,

and Monomorine, Ci 9
H
27

N4 O7' (PARAO1) (Overbeek, unpublished), PÏ, Z«>4, N=120.
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SHARPENING THE PATTERSON FUNCTION

SULSTE

About 25,000 quartets were generated for the 500 strongest reflections.

With these quartets 767 |G|-values were estimated with a lower limit of 0.8.

For comparison Patterson syntheses for the Harker plane y=0.500 were

calculated with the following coefficients:
. .2

a) All 2403 F -values.
i i 2

b) The 1727 |F|-values with sine/A > 0.3.

c) All 2403 |E|-values.

d) The 767 estimated |G|-values.
2

e) The 767 |H|-values, in which |H| = (|E|+|G(estimated)|)/2.
A summary of the results of these Patterson syntheses is given in table 1.

Table 1. Sequence numbers in order of decreasing height of the two S-S vector

peaks in five Patterson syntheses for SULSTE in the plane y=0.500.

. .2 2
The respective coefficients are the F -values, the F -values with

2 2
sin6/X > 0.3, the |E | -va lues , the |G|-estimates and the

2
(( E + G(estim.) )/2)-values.

Nr(S-S peak I)

Nr(S-S peak II)

Patt. a

2

14

Patt. b
1

2/3/4

Patt. c
2/3

5/6

Patt. d
1

16

Patt. e
1

11

The S-S peak I on (.526, .500, .010) is partly overlapped by its symmetry

equivalent peak on (.476, .500, -.010). In particular this peak was sharpened
2

in the |G|-Patterson synthesis (d). Its height was more than 30% larger than

that of the second peak in order of height.

NORG

About 32,000 quartets were generated for the 1000 strongest reflections.

1445 |G|-magnitudes were estimated with a limit for the |G|-value of 0.8.

Patterson syntheses were calculated with the following coefficients:
2

a) All 3375 |F|-values.
2

b) The 2984 IFI-values with 0.3 < sineA < 0.6.
, .2

c) The 3375 |E|-values.

d) The 1445 estimated |G|-values.



The results of the four Patterson syntheses are given in table 2.

Table 2. Sequence numbers in order of decreasing height of the Cl-Cl peak

and the largest overlap peak in four Patterson syntheses for NORG.
2 2

The respective coefficients are the |F|-values, the |F|-values with
2 2

0.3 < sineA < 0.6, the |E|-values, and the |G|-estimates.

Nr(Cl-Cl peak)

Nr(largest overlap peak)

Patt. a
2

1

Patt. b
1

2

Patt. c
1

2

Patt. d
4

1

The Patterson synthesis (d) revealed four large peaks, one of which could be

removed, because it was situated too close to the origin.

RANBRO

In the space group P21 a random structure was generated with 99 Carbon point

atoms and 1 Bromine point atom in the asymmetric unit. E's and G's were

calculated for 5000 reflections. About 26,000 quartets were generated for

the 500 reflections with the strongest |E|-values. With these quartets 656

|G|-values were estimated down to a limit of 1.0. For comparison Patterson

syntheses for the Harker plane y = .500 were calculated with the following

coefficients:
2

a) The 1000 strongest idealized |E|-values.
2

b) The 1000 strongest idealized |G|-values.

c) The 656 estimated |G|-values.

The results of these three Patterson syntheses are given in table 3.

The test results show, that sharpening of the Patterson function with |G|-

estimates is promising, but at this stage it does not offer great advantages

over other sharpening techniques. Perhaps the procedure for the estimation

of |G[-values may be improved by:

. The use of formulae for the estimation of cos<j>4 and S, employing many more

magnitudes than the six |E|-values in (7) and (15) (see e.g. Hauptman, 1977)

. The incorporation of a second cycle, in which the |G|-values estimated in

the first cycle, are treated as known values.
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Table 3. The height of the Br-Br peak and of the second peak in order of

decreasing height and the zero-level in four Patterson syntheses

for RANBRO in the plane y = .500. The respective coefficients are
2 2

the 1000 strongest |E|-values, the 1000 strongest |G|-values and
the 656 IG|-estimates.

Height
Height

Br-Br
second

Zero-level

peak
peak

Patt. a
350

J50

50

Patt. b
790

140

60

Patt. c
625

310

60

. The summation over a much larger number of reliably estimated quartets in

(17) and (18).

Of course computing time (now about 750 cp.u. seconds for one structure on

a CYBER 73) will rise steeply.

CALCULATING |E['S OUTSIDE THE LIMITING SPHERE

PGE2

For the 1554 measured reflections idealized E's were calculated. About

20,000 quartets were generated for the 500 reflections with the largest

idealized |E|-values. With the generated quartets 99 [E|-values for the

reflections outside the Ewald sphere were estimated with a lower limit of

1.5. A comparison of these with their real values is made in table 4.

Table 4. The real |E|-magnitude of the 99 estimated [E|-values > 1.5 of

reflections outside the limiting sphere for PGE2« Nr(|E| ̂1.5)

means the real number of I El's ̂  1.5.

Nr( 1*1est?1 .5)

99

Nr(|lï | r > l .5)

62

Nr(1.5> TT L.2)

11

Nr(1.2J>|JJ| r ' J.8)

13

Nr(|E| <0
r

.8)

3
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It has to be noted that in the set of 1554 reflections only 63 reflections have

an |E|-value > 1.5 and thus there is great extension of the number of reflections

with large |E|-values for this difficult structure. No small |E|-values could

be estimated with the requirement that SUMN ̂  0, and that at least 20 quartets

were used in the summation (18). With the requirements of SUMN $ 0 and at least

3 used quartets, 14 |E|-values of reflections outside the limiting sphere could
2

be indicated to be small. The real average |E|-value for those was 0.67. The

same experiments with the measured |E|-values showed similar results.

FARAO1

For the measured 3981 reflections the idealized E-values were calculated. About

27,000 quartets were generated for the 1000 reflections with the strongest |E|'s.

With the generated quartets 66 |E|-values above 2.0 were estimated for the

reflections outside the Ewald sphere. A comparison of these |E]-magnitudes with

their real values is made in table 5. Again it appears that most of the strong

|E[-estimates correspond to strong true |E|-values. With the requirements of

SUMC $ 0 and at least 3 used quartets, 176 |E[-values of reflections outside

the limiting sphere could be indicated to be small. A comparison of these with

their real values is made in table 6.

Table 5. The real |E|-magnitude of the 66 estimated |E|-values j 2.0 of

reflections outside the limiting sphere for FARAO1. Nr(|E| »2.0)

means the real number of |E|'S ^ 2.0.

Nr(|E|est>>.2.0)

66

Nr C | E | ^2.0)

31

Nr(2 0>|i • 5)

14

N r ( l . S > | E | >Ai i r
0)

10

Nr(|l
1

31



2 2

Table 6. Average real |E|-value for FARA01 of the NR estimated [E|-values of

reflections outside the limiting sphere with smallest A x SUMC's (19)

NR having the different values shown.

NR
10
20
30
40
50
75
100
125
150
175

. i2

^'real^R
0.34
0.37
0.50
0.57
0.67
0.79
0.78
0.79
0.86
0.94

From the two examples it may be concluded that a number of large |E |'S outside

the limiting sphere can be estimated. In fact, this applies also to the weak

|E|'s. In the quartet theories |E[-estimates of 1 are used in case a reflection

is outside the limiting sphere and occurs in a quartet as a cross vector, thus

eliminating the effect of the cross term on the probability distribution of

the quartet. Our examples show that this leads to results which are less

accurate as necessary, since e.g. a quartet with two large cross |E|'S has a

sizable probability to have the third cross |E | large also.

APPENDIX I

THE CALCULATION OF EQUATION (7)

We define the determinant D. by:

D 4 "

N2

'K-L

'-K

-L

BH-K-L

J-K+L

Ns

CH-K

J-H+L

:-H+K+L

A
( i . i )

no
Uil



+ N EH-K-LCE-H+KEL + EKE-H+L:i " EKEH-KE-LE-H+L " EK-LELEH-K-LE-H+L

" EKE-H+K
EH-K-LE-K+L

]• (I

The joint probability distribution, P(E K,E H_ K JE_ L,E_ H + L,E K_ L,E H_ K L), can

be written down directly from D. (Tsoucaris, 1970):

P(EK'EH-K'E-L'E-H+L'
EK-L'EH-K-L) " eXP (N V (

+ EH-K-L/N^E-H+K
EL + h

- N~ 1 EK EH-K E-L E-H +L "
 N" 1 EK E-H +K

EH-K-L E-K +L
] )'

(1.4)

We can collect all terms involving Qv . to obtain:

* K L + n ) (1.5)

where n is independent of k ,. As we seek a final expression correct up to

and including terms of order 1/N, the term (E.J2 H+L EH-K-LP' / can b e n e 2 l e c t e d i

Integration over <fy , , employing

I (A) = I/77 / E A c 0 S Ede (1.6)

0

results in:

EH-K E-H +L! -

Repeating the same reasoning for <f>u „ T leads to equation (7).

Heinerman (1977) obtained the same expression with a different mathematical

technique.



APPENDIX II

TEE DERIVATION OF A IN (19) AND (20)

The theoretically possible number of triplets, which for the reelection H is one

of the three terms is proportional to:

Vcom

lim

( 2 s i n ( 6MAX ) A ' si A + sin(0H)A

4/3.7r.(2sin(9f;1AX)A)
(II.1)

in which V equals the overlapping volume of two limiting spheres of radius,

2sin(6MAX)/A, whose centres are at a distance apart equal to the distance,

2sin(9j,)/A, of the point H from the origin of reciprocal space. V1. equals the

volume of the limiting sphere.

The theoretically possible number of quartets, in which the reflection H occurs

as a cross term, is proportional to:
2

(II.2)A = com

lim
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SUMMARY

Although direct methods procedures are very succesful, in a number of space-

groups such as P2 the definition of the enantiomorph and its maintenance

throughout a complete phasing procedure are perennial problems. The object of the

present thesis is to contribute to the solution of this and therefore the proper-

ties and use of relations between other than the ïL-relation are emphasized. In

particular some expressions for the estimation of five-phase structure invariants

and enantiomorph-sensitive three-phase (semin)variants and their applications

in enantiomorph specific phase determination are presented. In more detail the

object of the thesis is described in chapter I.

Chapters II, III, and IV handle the quintet structure invariant,

*5 = *H
 + *K + *L + *M + •-H-K-L-M

which is controlled by the E-magnitudes of the five main reflections H, K, etc.

and those of the ten cross reflections H+K, H+L, etc. Chapter II deals with the

estimation of the quintet from the sum S of the |E|-values of the cross terms.

For two test structures large values of S correspond with positive quintets ((Jû O)

and small values of S with negative quintets (<J> =-rr). In addition a number of

intermediate values of S were found, corresponding with enantiomorph-sensitive

quintets (<j> =[TT/2|) .This number is so large that enantiomorph specific procedures

should be possible using these relations additionally to a standard direct methods

procedure. Chapters III and IV deal with formulae in the exponential-Bessel

function form for the estimation of |$,-|. ^n a practical example these formulae

and in particular the one described in chapter IV give reliable estimates in

comparison with other expressions.

Chapter V presents two new enantiomorph specific figures of merit: the

first, ENQUAC, is based on quartet estimates, the second, ENQUIC, is based on

quintet estimates. An adapted enantiomorph specific tangent-refinement procedure

employing selected triplets, together with the quartet and quintet estimates is

also described. The way in which these figures of merit and the refinement

technique can be used in phase determination procedures in space groups, in

which the selection and maintenance of the enantiomorph is troublesome, is

demonstrated. Application to two structures in space group PI give encouraging

results.

Chapters VI and VII deal with the three-phase structure seminvariants,

T = <J>. , , t «k i, i + <f>u i, i i " space group P2. . In chapter VI the ident i ty
" i l l h2k2 2 T 3 3
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of the enantiomorph-sensitive three-phase structure seminvariant is derived via

the sextet extension. It is shown, in addition, that the extension concept is

also applicable to all three-phase sums (variants), V =$, , , +<f>u v i +$u i- i >
hlVl h2V2 Y33

provided only that k +k +k =0. More importantly, it appears from the initial

applications that the number of phase sums T and V, reliably estimated to be

±ir/2, is often quite large and that these phase sums relate the phases of the

largest |E|'s. In case there are many reliable such indications, the enantiomorph

specification is facilitated. In chapter VII conditions are described which

identify with still greater reliability seminvariants in space group P2, which

have the values 0, IT, or ±ir/2. The results are employed to strengthen direct

methods procedures in two ways: the first makes active use of the three-phase

structure seminvariants alone and the second relies heavily on three- and four-

phase invariants and employs in addition the seminvariant enantiomorph specific

figure of merit CRISEM to select the best solutions. Good results are obtained

in application to three structures.

Chapter VIII deals with expressions for the estimation of the |E|-values

of the squared structure, the |G|-values, on the basis of those four-phase

structure invariants in which H is a cross term vector. These |G|-estimates

are applied to calculate |E|-values outside the limiting sphere and to sharpen

the Patterson function. The first application of |G|-estimates showed that for

quartets with two cross terms in the measured area of reciprocal space

of which the [E|'s are both either large or small, the |E|-value of the.third cross

term which is outside the limiting sphere is more likely to be large or small

respectively. As'a result a number of strong JE|-values and a smaller number of

small IEI-values outside the limiting sphere can be predicted. Applications to

three known structures show that the Patterson synthesis can indeed be sharpened

with |G]-estimates, but at this stage the method does not seem to offer advantages

over other sharpening techniques.
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SAMENVATTING

Hoewel de directe methoden procedures veel succes hebben, stuit in ruimte-

groepen als P2j het vastleggen van de enantiomorf en het vasthouden van de

enantiomorf gedurende een hele faseprocedure vaak op grote moeilijkheden. Het

doel van dit proefschrift is een bijdrage te leveren tot de oplossing hiervan.

De nadruk wordt hierbij gelegd op de eigenschappen en het gebruik van andere

fase-relaties dan de z^-relatie. Met name worden enige uitdrukkingen voor het

schatten van de kwintet invarianten en de enantiomorf-gevoelige tripiet (semin)-

varianten gegeven en worden hun toepassingen in enantiomorf-specifieke fase-

bepaling beschreven. Het doel van dit proefschrift wordt uitvoeriger duidelijk

gemaakt in hoofdstuk I.

De hoofdstukken II, III en IV gaan over de kwintet structuur-invariant,

<()g = <f>„ + <j>K + <f>i+ 4>M + <f>_u_|/_i _M> welke in de eerste plaats gecontroleerd

wordt door de |E|-waarden van de vijf hoofdreflecties H, K, etc. en die van de

tien kruisreflecties H+K, H+L, etc.

Hoofdstuk II handelt over het schatten van het kwintet met behulp van de

som S van de |E|-waarden van de kruistermen. Grote S-waarden bleken voor twee

teststructuren overeen te komen met positieve kwintetten (<j>5~0)
 en kleine S-

waarden met negatieve kwintetten (<)>5-T). Bovendien waren er een flink aantal

tussenliggende S-waarden die bleken overeen te komen met enantiomorf-gevoelige

kwintetten (<(>C~I7T/2|). Dit aantal is zo groot dat enantiomorf-gevoelige procedures

mogelijk zouden moeten zijn,wanneer deze relaties aan een standaard directe

methoden procedure toegevoegd worden. De hoofdstukken III en IV beschrijven

formules in de exponentiële-Besselfunctie vorm om 1*5! te schatten. Deze formules

en vooral degene, die beschreven wordt in hoofdstuk IV, geven betrouwbare

schattingen vergeleken met andere uitdrukkingen.

In hoofdstuk V worden twee enantiomorf-specifieke betrouwbaarheidsfuncties

(figures of merit) gegeven: de eerste, ENQUAC, is gebaseerd op kwartetschattingen

en de tweede, ENQUIC, is gebaseerd op kwintetschattingen. Bovendien wordt ook

een aangepaste enantiomorf-specifieke tangensverfijningsprocedure beschreven.

Deze maakt gebruik van geselecteerde tri pletten tesamen met de kwartet- en

kwintetschattingen. Aangetoond wordt hoe deze betrouwbaarheidsfuncties en de

verfijningstechniek gebruikt kunnen worden in ruimtegroepen, waarin de keuze

en het vasthouden van de enantiomorf lastig is. Toepassingen hiervan op twee

structuren in de ruimtegroep PI geven bemoedigende resultaten.
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De hoofdstukken VI en VII gaan over de tripiet structuur-seminvarianten,
T = '''h k 1 + ^h k 1 + fyi k 1 ' ™ de r ui n t e9 r o eP p2i- In hoofdstuk VI wordt

de identiteit van de enantiomorf-gevoelige tripiet seminvariant afgeleid via

zijn sextet uitbreiding. Bovendien wordt aangetoond, dat dezelfde procedure

ook toepasbaar is op alle sommen van drie fases (varianten), V=(j,. . , +<(>. . ••

+<t>h . •] , mits kj+kp+k^O. Belangrijker is, dat uit de eerste toepassingen
O o ó

blijkt, dat het aantal fasesommen T en V, dat op een betrouwbare wijze ±-n/2
geschat wordt, vaak erg groot is en dat deze sommen bestaan uit de fases van
de grootste |E|'s. Indien er veel van zulke betrouwbare aanwijzingen zijn,
wordt het vaststellen van de enantiomorf vergemakkelijkt. In hoofdstuk VII
worden voorwaarden beschreven, die met nog grotere betrouwbaarheid moeten vast-
stellen, welke seminvarianten in de ruimtegroep P2, de waardes 0, ir of |ir/2|
hebben. De resultaten worden aangewend om directe methoden procedures op twee
manieren te versterken: de eerste maakt alleen gebruik van de tripiet seminva-
ri anten en de tweede steunt in sterke mate op de tri pi et en kwartet invarianten
en gebruikt bovendien de enantiomorf-specifieke betrouwbaarheidsfunctie,
CRISEM, dat gebaseerd is op seminvirianten, om de beste oplossingen te selecteren.
Toepassing op drie structuren leverde goede resultaten op.

In hoofdstuk VIII worden uitdrukkingen beschreven om de |En|-waarden van
de kwadratische structuur, de |G^|-waarden, te schatten met behulp van die kwar-
tetten, waarin H een kruisterm is. Deze schattingen van |G| worden toegepast om
|E|-waarden buiten de reflectiebol uit te rekenen en om de Pattersonfunctie
op te scherpen. De eerste toepassingen van |G|-schattingen lieten zien, dat voor
kwartetten met twee kruistermen in het gemeten gedeelte van de reciproke ruimte,
met beide tegelijk vof grote of kleine |E|-waarden, de derde kruisterm, die buiten
de Ewaldbol ligt, waarschijnlijker ook respectievelijk groot of klein is. Op
die manier kunnen een aantal sterke |E|-waarden en een kleiner aantal lage
|E|-waarden buiten de Ewaldbol voorspeld worden. Toepassing op drie bekende
structuren laten zien, dat de Pattersonsynthese opgescherpt kan worden met
behulp van |G|-schattingen. In dit stadium echter lijkt deze methode geen voor-
delen te bieden boven andere opscherpingstechnieken.
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STELLINGEN

1) De door Giacovazzo afgeleide uitdrukkingen voor de varianties van triplet-

kwartet- en kwintet invarianten zijn aan bedenkingen onderhevig.

- C. Giacovazzo (1976). Ada Cryst. A32, 958-966.

- C. Giacovazzo (1976). Acta Cryst. AZ23 967-976.

- C. Giacovazzo (1977). Acta Cryst. A33, 944-948.

2) De door Busetta gehanteerde methode om uitdrukkingen, die tripiet invarianten

schatten, met elkaar te vergelijken is aanvechtbaar.

- B. Busetta (1976). Acta Cryst. A32, 359-362.

3) Dat de verbindingen CaJTeO, en Ca,WO,. isostructureel zijn met Ca„UOfi

(ruimtegroep P2.), zoals beweerd door Baglio en Natansohn, is hoogst

onwaarschijnlijk.

- J.A. Baglio & S. Natansohn (1969). J. Appl. Cryst. 2, 252-254.

4) De analyse van de temperatuurfactoren van het eiwit lysozyme volgens

het "hinch bending" model, zoals uitgevoerd door Artymiuk c.s., lijkt

onjuist.

- P.J. Artymiuk, C.C.F. Blake, D.E.P. Grace, S.J. Oatley3 D.C. Philips

& M.J.E. Sternberg (1979). Nature, 280, 563.

5) De resultaten betreffende de verdeling van de stroomsnelheid in het gepakte

bed, zoals die gegeven zijn door Ale, zijn aan twijfels onderhevig.

- B.J.M. Ale (1976). Proefschrift, Amsterdam.

6) Kristallografische gegevens dienen zorgvuldiger geïnterpreteerd te worden.

- M. Trömel (1972). J. Appl. Cryst. 5, 241.

- G. van Koten, J.T.B.H. Jastrzebski, J.G. Noltes, A.L. Spek & J.C. Schoone

(1978). J. Organomet. Chem., 148, 233.

7) De door Deese & Hulse beschreven regels voor het presenteren van leerstof

worden ten onrechte niet toegepast in de presentatie van de door henzelf

aangebode leerstof.

- J. Deese & S.H. Hulse. The Psychology of Learning. Third ed., Mograw-Hill.



8) Te weinig wordt erop gelet, dat een variabele in de multipele regressie

een signifikant teken kan krijgen, ofschoon hij niet met de afhankelijke

variabele gecorreleerd is.

- D. E. Farrer & E. R. Glauber (1967). Rev. Econ. & Stat., XLIX, 92-107.

- J. Johnston (1972). Econometric Methods. Second ed., McGraw-Hill, p. 160.

9) Door het uitbreiden van het aantal fietspaden en het verbreden van de

trottoirs vergroot de gemeente Amsterdam het aantal parkeerplaatsen voor

auto's.

10) Indien psychologische tests waarde hebben, valt het te betreuren dat psycho-

logen niet psychologisch getest kunnen worden.

Amsterdam, 13 februari 1980. Niek van der Putten.
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